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FOREWORD

This study examines the Public Welfare Medical Transportation
Program

~th

particular focus on ambulance transportation.

It addresses

the problems Public Welfare has in funding and administrating the pro
gram, looks at the components of the larger emergency medical care sys
tem and its relationship to Public Welfare, studies who, how, and why
this service is being delivered, and makes recommendations for policy
revision in respect to the larger emergency medical care system.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This report is an outgrowth of increasing concern by Public
Welfare administrators and staff over the efficiency and effective
ness of the Medical Transportation Program.

It is an attempt to clarify

the problems Public Welfare has in funding and setting policy for those
delivering this service.

Also it is an attempt to depict various com

ponents of the emergency health service system, their representatives and
constituencies, that Public Welfare must consider if
is made and implemented.

a change

proposal

Particular emphasis is focused on ambulance

transportation as this transportation modality has been considered by
many as the most problematic in the Medical Transportation Program.

I.

SCOPE OF STUDY

It was suggested by the Multnomah County District Manager for
Public Welfare that this study address itself specifically to ambulance
transportation, to critique Public Welfare's policy in the delivery of
this social service, to survey when, what, how, and why this social
service is being delivered, and to make recommendations for a change
proposal, on policy if appropriate.

However, it was felt that ambulances

cannot be considered in a vacuum, nor can or should Public Welfare policy
revision be considered or implemented without taking into consideration

--
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the impact on the larger system.

Therefore other areas and components

of the emergency medical care system, their representatives and consti.
tuencies will be discussed also.
Referral System
Police Referrals.

In the planning phase' of this study there

was much concern by Welfare staff over police referrals for ambulances.
It was felt that they were misusing the system tremendously, calling for
an ambulance whenever the situation involved medical attention of any
kind.

Of particular concern was their handling "the, man down on the

street", the inebriated or alcoholic.

Since the passage of Senate Bill

q31 in 1971, the establishment of the David P. Hooper Alcoholic Recovery
Center was recognized as an alternative method of treatment for the pub
lic inebriate.

The passage of thi s bill repealed all laws making drink

ing in public, public drunkeness, and vagrancy or disorderly conduct,
where inebriation is a primary contributor a crime.
police strategy somewhat.

This has changed

It was felt since alcoholism was no longer a

crime but an illness, police were shipping the alcoholics to the hospital
via ambulance and not utilizing the Detoxification Center.
Interview were held with police and the Detoxification Center's
staff.

Letters were mailed to a sample of five cities similar to Port

land in population, industry, and social characteri stic indexes in an
attempt to
inebriate.

fin~

out what other cities were doing in relationship to the

The cities which responded were:

San Bernardino, California;

Indianapolis, Indiana; Columbus, Ohio; New Orleans, Louisiana; and Miami,
Florida.
Other Referrals.

Other referrals were classified into three major

<
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groups:

Private, County Physician's Office and Welfare.

Private refer

rals pertain to ambulances requested by the Welfare recipient, the public,
or nursing homes.

There was a feeling by the Welfare staff that private

referrals were second to police in misusing ambulances by waiting until
after Welfare's office hours to request an ambulance, thus avoiding the
need to obtain prior authorization.

It was felt by Welfare staff that

in many of these cases the medical need did not substrultiate the trans
portation modality.

The County Physician's Office was perceived by

Welfare staff as using ambulances primarily for transferring a patient
from one hospital to another or from hospital to nursing home.

This

they felt was an inappropriate usage of ambulance transportation.

Be

cause of the low number of prior authorized Welfare referrals, this re
ferral system was not seen as problematic.
Other Perceived Issues
Point of Pick-up and Destination.

It was felt by the Welfare

staff Welfare recipients were not taken to the nearest hospital, thus in
~reasing

transportation costs.

Repeaters.

There was some concern by Welfare staff over frequent

use of ambulance transportation by Welfare recipients.
Costs.

There was interest at the state level of Public Welfare in

cost variations for ambulance service in different areas throughout the
state.

It was felt by many Welfare staff that ambulance companies in

Portland were over-charging for the services that they were rendering.
The Sample
In an attempt to address some of the above, issues, a study was

.-=..

.....

4:
done at West Branch, Multnomah County Public Welfare.

Since this Branch

had approximately 4:4:% of the medi cal transportation expense in the Di st
rict, it was felt that any program changes should begin there.

If the

results of the study were such that they could not be used by the District
or state, the findings would give the Branch some direction or substanti
ate its present service delivery system.
The population drawn from was approximately 14:00 ambulance in
voices.

These were the paid invoices, filed alphabetically by year.

Beginning with a random start' and pulling every tenth invoice, 139 cases
were obtained.

Be'cause of the nature of the ,filing system, there are

some deviations in the sampling pr'ocess that should be noted.

First

the filing system began July 1, 1972, which consisted of all invoices
paid after that date.

Invoices paid before that time were filed in the

old system and did not constitute part of the sample.

Some of the in

voices sampled were thus from services rendered in previous months.

The

invoices were only current with the oldest service date drawn in the
sample beginning June 4:, 1972.
At the other end of the time continuum there is also a deviation.
The sample was pulled in the first week of November, 1973, meaning only
those invoices that were paid at that time were sampled.

The latest

service date pulled was October 20, 1973.
Another deviation in the snmpling process was the way "repeaters!!
were tabulated.

Since tabulation of "repeatersttdi d not occur until the

end of January, 1974:, after the 1973 invoices were closed out, there was
a different time period for this tabul&tion.

This was done by counting

the number of invoices filed under each of the sampled recipients for

'I
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1972 and 1973.

This means that the"repeater"tabulation covers a period

of approximately one year and six months.
Information gathered in the sample included what program the Welfare
recipient was in (Old Age, Aid to the Blind, Aid to the Disabled, Aid to
Dependent Children, and General Assistance), the date and time of service,
who made the referral for ambulance service (Police, Welfare, Private,.
or County Physician's Office), amount charged, ambulance code (lights,
no lights), nature of service (medical or transfer), date of birth, num
ber of times ambulances were used by the recipient during the previously
discussed time framework, and Whether the Welfare recipient was admitted
into a hospital or not.

An assessment of the patient's condition made by the ambulance
medical technician at the time of pick-up was obtained.

This assess

ment is useful as it is an inbetween perception between a layman's per
ception and a professional diagnosis of the medical condition of a person
at the point and time of pick-up.
Ideally it would have been very useful and informative to have
obtained two other categories on perceptions of medical need.

The

first would have been the perception of the person requesting the ambu
lance as to what was thought to be the condition of the person being
transport.ed, and why that person chose to call an ambulance.
names were not recorded, this was impossible.

Since

The second category would

have been to obtain the medical diagnosis of the person when delivered
to the hospital.

This was attempted; however, the Multnomah County Hos

pital,Staff did not wish to take the time to pull the requested informa
tion themselves, nor would they allow this researcher access to the files
in fear of jeopardizing confidentiality.

c

Apparently they did not feel,

on

-- . ~
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as it was stated, that this research project was

import~t

enough.

Since

ninety of the one hundred and thirty nine cases were ambulance transporta
tion from or to this hospital, no other attempt was made to gather infor
mation in this category from the other

hospi~als

who appeared more re

sponsive to the request.
The ambulance medical technicians assessments were evaluated by
James

L~ndis,

M.D., Medical Director

o~

Public Welfare, as to whether he

felt the ambulance was or was not needed, or if he was uncertain.

The

results were tabulated and' then used as an independent variable matched
with other variables such as admissions, ambulance li'ghts, transfers,
etc., to attempt to come up with other key indicators of need for ambu
lance transportation.

This process will be fully explained in a later

chapter.
There were several attempts to enlist the support of the Multnomah
County Medical Society to do a crosscheck on these assessments.

A letter

and several phone calls only instilled skepticism and left no other con
venient alternative but to rely on Dr. Landists judgement alone.
Interviews
Interviews were conducted with representatives of hospital admin
istrations and ,staff, government agencies, business supplying ambulance
companies, various organizations, and Public Welfare staff at the Branch,
District and State levels.
Other Research
The following study and reports were reviewed and will be referred
to throughout this report:

'01;
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1.

"Report on Emergency Care to the Injured and
Stricken in the Portland Area", by Portland
City Club, 1966, and the follow-up report-in

1970.
2.

"Mayor's Policy Statement on Emergency Ambulance
Care", by Douglas Capps, September 29, 1973.

3.

"Report of the Commi ttee on Emergency Medical
Care Systems in Clackamas, Mul tnomah and Wash
ington Counties", by the Comprehensive Health
Planning Association for the Metropolitan
Portland Area, 1971.

4:.

"The First Step", David P. Hooper Alcoholi c
Recovery Center follow-up evaluation pre
pared by the office of PEPD, June 25, 1973.

5.

Unpublished ambulance transportation study done by
John Burch, Mul tnomah County PUblic Welfare,
August 24:, 1970.

In addition, press reports were reviewed, magazine articles, and
other related materials such as correspondence to the Portland Mayor's
Office and cor!espondence within the Public Welfare system.
Other data was obtained through the Statistics Department of
Public Welfare in Salem and the District and Branch offices.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF AGENCY

Public Welfare is a program that has been established by federal
law to provide supportive elements to those in need who cannot function
adequately on their own.

The programs Public

largely upon the Social Security Act of 1935.

Welf~e

offers are built

This enabled the Federal

Government to give grant-in-aid to the states who would issue direct
cash payments to groups of needy people.

In 1956 the Federal Government

began helping states with costs of services to people in addition to
cash payments, and in 1965 the Medicare Law created a Medical Assistance

8

nee~

Program for people of all ages who

help with

medic~l

care.(l)*

Through the years the Social Security Act has been gradually
broadened, with the Federal Government sharing up to 80% of the cost of
.the following groups of needy people under Public Welfare auspices:
Old Age Assistance (ORS Ch. q13)(2)
The purpose of OAA is to insure that needy aged persons' over 65
years of age have sufficient income available to enable them to live at
a standard compatible with decencr and health, and necessary services
to help them care for themselves as well as they can.

The specific

eligibility requirement is that they must be over 65 years of age.
Aid To The Blind (ORS Ch. q12)(3)
The purpose of AB is to insure that needy blind persons are pro
vided with funds to live at a standard compatible with decency and
health, and services to help them toward self-support or self care in
accord with individual capacity.

The specific eligibility requirement

is that they must be a blind person as defined in ORS q12.995.
Aid To The Disabled (ORS Ch. q12)
The purpose of AD is to insure that needy disabled persons will
be provided with sufficient funds to maintain a standard of living com
patible with standards of decency and health, and services directed to
ward rehabilitation as far as individual capacity permits.

The specific

eligibility requirements are that they must be 18 years or older, must
be disabled as verified by medical and social findings.

The impairment

*Numbers refer to references listed at end of Chapters.
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must be one of major importance to

sub~tantially

prevent the individual

from engaging in useful occupations wi thin his competence.
Aid To Dependent Children (URS Ch. l.I:18) (5)
The purpose of ADC is to provide funds for the care of children,
usually in the home of parents or relatives, when they are in need due
to death, continued absence, incapacity, or unemployment of a parent.
The program is intended to strengthen family life and to help families
become self-supporting wherever possible.
quire~ents

The specific eligibility re

are that the children must be under

18 years of age, or

under 21 and attending school or vocational training;
General Assistance (ORS Ch. 414)(7)
The purpose of GA is to extend assistance, medical care and ser
.vices to persons in need due to illness, unemployment, etc., who do not
qualify for the other programs, or to persons who are in need when eligi
bility for other types of assistance is uncertain.

This program is paid

for entirely from State funds.
Public Welfare Division (PWD) is the policy making unit for Public
Welfare.

These policies are carried out by State, District and Branch

administrators with the assistance of Welfare staff.
Districts and 36 Branches within Oregon's FWD.

This report takes place

in and is for the Multnomah County Public Welfare
III.

There are eight

~strict.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM

Medical Assistance (ORS Ch. 41h)(7)
The Federally-aided Medical Assistance Program, sometimes called

10
Medicaid or Title XIX, was implemented in Oregon on July

1, 1967.

It provides medical care for all recipients in the Federally
aided maintenance programs, OAA, AB, AD, and ADC, for persons Who would
be eligible for assistance in one of these programs but do not wish to
receive it, for those who are patients in a medical institution and
would be eligible to receive maintenance assistance if they left, for
spouses Whose needs are included in a Federally-aided maintenance grant,
for those who are under 21 years of age, are in a foster family home or
licensed child-caring institution or agency under a purchase of care
agreement, and are ones for whom a public agency of this State is assum
ing financial responsibility, in whole or in part.
Medical Transportation
Medical transportation is a component of Oregon's Medical Assist
ance Program.

Transportation to and from a source of medical care or

between medical facilities is recognized by FWD as a necessary part of
medical care.

The rules and regulations covering this program are

listed in the Appendix for reference.
IV.

DESCRIPTION OF WEST BRANCH

West Branch is located in the downtown area of Portland, Oregon.
The area it services constitutes the core and fringe area of Portland
and sweeps northward on the west side of the Willamette River,
concentrated with industrial and commercial sites.

~ch

is

Much of the area is

characterized by low income people and low cost housing.

It is a place

where the aged, the disabled, the poor, and the indigent flock because

11
of cheap housing and close proximity to shopping, medical clinics, skid
row, etc.

An estimate derived from the detoxification center data in

dicates that between four and five hundred Welfare recipients in the skid
row are alcoholics.

Therefore, to use this branch as a model or to com

pare it with any branch within the state system would be entirely unreal
,istic and unfair to those working in this braneh.
Table I shows the makeup of West

population.

~ranch

These figures

represent the estimate of unduplicated number of persons on assistance
for 1973.

It also depicts the number and percent of recipients within

each program area compared with District and state.

TABLE I
WEST BRANCH PROGRAM POPULATION
COMPARED TO DISTRICT
AND STATE
WEST

DISTRICT

STATE

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

890

8 ..8

3,129

l:l.9

9,l:l13

l:l.8

AB

55

.5

315

.5

95l:l

.5

AD

1,810

17.8

5,339

8.3

13,331

6.8

ADC

3,25l:l

32.1

l:l5,899

71.l:l

1l:ll:l,513

73.8

GA

3,107

30.6

6,916

10.8

18,870

9.6

TITLE XIX

1,033

10.2

2,601

l:l.1

8,63l:l

l:l.l:l

10,1l:l9

100.0

6l:l,199

100.0

195,715

99·9

OAA

TOTAL

As can be

see~

in the distribution, the West Branch population dis

tribution differs somewhat from the District and the State population

,~,

"'.!F'-,I(
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distributions in program areas.

The OM population is slightly higher

for West than in the distribution for District and State, indicating a
high~r

percentage of elderly people being served by this branch than on

the average.

Also wi thin the AP and GA programs there is a larger popu

lation than normal.

This is somewhat supportive of what was said earlier

about the number of alcoholics and indigent population in the service
area.

Thi sis because AD and GA programs are highly mal e dominated pro

grams which tend to be representative.of the indigent population.

In

teresting also is that West Branch has the lowest ADC population in the
District, although in number it is still' the largest populated program
in the branch.
Table II was derived by dividing the number of West Branch program
populations into District program populations and District program popu
lation into State program populations to find out of what percentage
the West Branch's program populations are of the District and the District
is of the State.
TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF PROGRAM POPULATIONS
WEST OF DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF STATE
PROGRAM

WEST/DISTRICT

DISTRICT/STATE

OM

28.~

33.2

AB

17.5

33.0

AD

33·9

~o.o

ADC

7.1

31.7

TITLE XIX

39.7

29.0

TOTAL

15.8

32.8

~ \l-~
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As can be seen by this distribution, among five. branches within the
District, West serves 28.q% of the OAA population, 33.9% of the AD popu
lation, qq.9% of the GA population, and 39.7% of TITLE XIX population,
although the branch has only 15.8% of the District total Assistance popu
lation.

'
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CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Medical transportation presents some difficult pro9lems to the
Public Welfare Division.

In other areas of medical care the provider

who furnishes the professional services determines the medical need.
For example, the physician arranges for admission to and discharge
from the hospital, and prescribes specific drugs and medical supplies
based on medical need; the dentist determines the dental needs of the
patient; the optometrist prescribes the specific glasses required for
adequate vision.

However, medical transportation involving ambulances

is often requested by the patient or someone not acquainted with the
medical need.

Furthermore, the medical profession and the providers of

medical transportation are not in agreement on what transportation
modality is appropriate at different levels of medical need.
lem is not as easily resolved as may first appear.

This prob

For example, a non

emergent situation could become an emergent one during the process of
transporting the patient.

This issue will be discussed in a later

chapter in relation to other components of the emergency care system.
Five other areas that appear problematic to the Public Welfare
Division within the Medical Transportation Program are:
1.

Cost.

2.

Vagueness in policies and guidelines.

3.

Lack of control in the delivery of service.

16
q.

Inadequate research data and information.

5.

Inability to initiate change.
I.

COST

Today, inflation is something that we are all concerned about.
Its spiraling effect is almost daily news.
transportation are no exception.
"rule of thumb" a

The rising costs in medical

The state Legislature allows as a

5% increase each year in program budgets. However,

medical transportation has been increasing on the average of
year.

15% each

TABLE III shows available data since 1966 on how much this ser

vice has cost the tax payer, the number of users for all types of medi
cal transportation, and the average cost for' each user.
TABLE III
STATE MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS
YEAR

USERS

AMOUNT

1966

$17q,699

1967

191,889

COST/USER

1968

15,800

2q2,895

$15.37

1969

17,085

27q,3~~

16.06

1970

1q,267

326,67q

22.90

1971

1q,q37

378,298

26.20

1972

16-,3,70

q13,332

25.25

1973

19,82q

512,660

25.86

As can be seen the total cost of medical transportation has almost
tripled by increasing 193% in the last eight years.

Between 1968 and

17
1972 the number of users increased by 25.q%, the cost increased by 111%,
and the cost per user increased by 68%.

Also', between 1972 and 1973 the

cost increase was 19%, which exceeded the average yearly increase of 15%.
The higher increase in cost versus users is indicative of the present
economic inflation trend.
TABLE IV has similar data for the Multnomah County District for
the past three years.

Information before 1971 could not be obtained.

It also includes the percentage of users and costs that the District has
of the Total State Medical Transportation Program.
TABLE IV
MULTNOMAH COUNTY DISTRICT
MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION
COST

YEAR

USERS
IN
DISTRICT

PERCENT
OF
STATE*

AMOUNT

P;ER,CENT
OF
STATE*

1971

8,667

60.0%

$222,372

58~8%

$25.66

1972

10,q83

6q.0

251,lJ:lJ:9

60.8

23.99

1973

12,652

63.8

299,69q

58.5

23.69

COST/USER

*Percent of State figure.
Multnomah County District has approximately 63% of the users and

59% of the cost of the State medical

transpor~ation

expense.

The dif

ference between the larger percentage of users and lower percentage of
cost could be due to a combination of factors such as greater access to
a ~der variety of medical transportation modes (taxi, wheelchair car,
stretcher cars, etc.) and/or, closer proximity to medical facilities.
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It is doubtful that the cost for the same modes of transportation is-any
cheaper in the Portland area than in any other area of the state.
A distribution of the number of persons eligible for medical assist
ance, and,therefore, medical transportation, is representated in
V

T~LE

for the years 1968 through 1972.
TABLE V

TOTAL PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
YEAR'

NUMBER

1968

73,908

1969

106,257

1970

126,006

1971

120,550

1972

113,781

The number of persons eligible for medical assistance has increased
approximately 15% per year for a total of 35% from 1968 to 1972.

However,

the number of users for this service has only increased 3% for the same
time period.

Due to a large jump in

tran~portation

users between 1972

and 1973, there could be a margin of error; however, ,the overall totals
seem to indicate that fewer people are utilfzing thi s service.
A

breakdown by mode of transportation produced by Public Welfare

Division Statistics Department for the six month period beginning April

1, 1973 and ending September 30, 1973, showed the following percentages
of expense per mode of transportation for the State Medical Transporta
tion Program:
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TABLE VI
PERCENT OF EXPENSE PER MODE
OF TRANSPORTATION
FOR STATE
MODE

PERCENT

AMBULANCES

58.48%

TAXI

15.48

WHEELCHAIR

10.40

BUS

7.74

GAS AND OIL

4.99

PLANE

.14

TRAIN

.01

OTHER

2.76

As can be seen, ambulance expense far exceeds any other trans
portation modality.
A comparison was made with West Branch.

TABLE VII includes the

doll,ars expended for each mode covering the, period from September 1,
1972 to August 30, 1973.

'"

'
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TABLE VII
BREAKDOWN OF WEST BRANCH EXPENSE PER
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
MODE
AMBULANCE

AMOUNT

PERCENT

$53,99q

.55. q%

TAXI

17,210

17.6

WHEELCHAIR

13,656

lq.O

MISC.

12,637

13.0

TOTAL

$97,q97

100.0

Since West Branch reported a total transportation of $111,4q7
during this same time period, it is uncertain about the exactness of
these figures.

There are many Welfare accounting processes

this reasearcher is not familiar.

~th ~ch

However, the percentages give us

some indication Where West Branch is in comparison to the State for
different transportation modalities.

Ambulance transportation for

West Branch (55.4%) is slightly less than the State's percentage
(58.q8%).

This indicates that West Branch may not be overspending in

this category in proportion to other transporting expenses.
vice is also less; however, wheelchair car is slightly more.

Taxi ser
It appears

that the problem, if any, at this Branch is manifest throughout the
Medical Transportation Program and not in one specific area.

TABLE VIII

gives a comparison of percentages of ambulance' users to total transporta
tion users.

Also included is the transportation costs and the percentage

of the total medical transportation costs for the years 1971, 1972, and
This data was provided by the

1973 for the State Welfare Division.

r

.~
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statistics Department of Public Welfare Division.
TABLE VIII
AMBULANCE USERS AND COST FOR
PUBLIC WELFARE DIVISION
AMOUNT

PERCENT

COST/USER

53.8

$294,897.

78.0

$37.94:

6,385

39.0

253,216

61.3

39.66

6,920

34.9

243,048

47.4

35.14:

YEAR

USERS

1971

7,773

1972
1973

PERCENT

As can be seen here the number of ambulance users is going down
and so is the cost for this transportation mode.

The cost per user also

seems to be diminishing, an apparent inconsistency with the next table.
Since the first percent column reflects the percent of ambulance users
in relationship to the total users of medical transportation, a higher
use of alternative modes of transportation for medical reasons is indi
cated.

The decrease in cost for ambulance transportation compared with

the increase in cost for medical transportation also reflects this.
TABLE IX shows the increases in rate structures charged by Portland
ambulance companies during the years 1966, 1970 and the recent increase
in 1974:.

By flag drop is meant the basic charge for transporting an in

dividual by ambulance without including charges for milage and special
charges.
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TABLE IX
AMBULANCE RATES

YEAR

FLAG

DROP

CHARGE/MILE

$26.00

$1.00

1970 .

35.00

1.00

1974

50.00

2.00

1966

This is almost a 100% increase in eight years.

The recent in

crease will undoubtedly put a great strain on Public Welfare's budget
for this program.
Summary.
The cost for Medical Transportation has almost tripled in the
past eight years.

Recent increases in rate structures and users of

medical transportation will undoubtedly create a greater strain on
Public Welfare Division funding processes for medical transportation.
Multnomah County District has 63% of the users and 59% of the state's
cost for medical transportation, which is a reflection of their responsi
bility to insure efficient and effective delivery of this social service.
Ambulance transportation comprises approximately 58% of medical
transportation cost.

Even though there is some indication that the

cost and the number of users for this transportation modality is dropping,
there needs to be a "watchful eye" on thi s because of the increased ser
vice rates which are estimated to be approximately $70 per trip.
When looking at West Branch's total Medical Transportation Pro
gram in a cost percentage breakdown per transportation modality,

~ i

It

et

~e

see
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a total medical transportation problem.

There does not seem to be any

particular mode that is causing the high cost for this service at this
Branch.
II.

VAGUENESS IN THE PROGRAM POLICIES AND GUIDELINES

Funds available to the Division of Public Welfare for all areas
of medical care are very limited.

Public Welfare administrators are

given the responsibili ty of distributi·ng .those funds based on medical
need.

However, transportation poses an unusual situation.' With each

new case needing medical transportation, it must be decided whether the
medical need requires an ambulance or whether a servi-car or taxi Would
.be adequate.

Who makes this decision and when?

and guidelines appear vague and inadequate in

The present policies

d~scribing

the priority of

services to be rendered, the limitations, and the boundaries of the
Program's system.
One indicator that supports this problem issue is the variety of
ways different branches interpret the rules and guidelines (see APPENDIX
for reproduction of rules and guidelines).

For example, interviews with

staff members of different branches throughout Multnomah County District
indi cat·ed some branches appeared to have clearer interpretations of the
policies and guidelines than others.

Further, in an interview wi th an

ambulance operator, mention was made about his desiring prior authoriza
tion for Welfare recipients.

He said this was for his protection, especi

ally in transporting Welfare recipients from Clackamas County.

He

claimed that Clackamas County rejects invoices for obscure reasons and
wi 11 not pay, whereas Mul tnomah County Branches are generally good in

paying on most invoices.

~;'J

2q

The point here is that rules, policies and guidelines should be
They should explain purpose, priorities, limited

clear and succinct.

resources, limitations of the service, and the boundaries that the social
service delivery system operates within.

These items should be written

in a way that is easily interpreted by those.who are delivering and pro
vi ding' the services.

It is in this researcher's opinion that the pre

sent program does not do this.

An

an~lysis

of. the program

~ll

be given

in a later chapter.
III •

LACK OF CONTROL IN THE DELIVERY OF SERVI CE

This area appears, in the opinion of this researcher, to be an
outgrowth of archaic means of controlling.

Methods used are. through

budget limitations, through post audits of ambulance services already
rendered, and through attempting to use prior authorization as a control.
Some of these methods may still be appropriate, but the targets or
points to which they are

appl~ed

may not be appropriate.

For example,

if a Welfare recipient had a heart attack and had to get prior authori
zation to obtain an ambulance, he probably would be dead by the time he
reached the hospital.

This is easy to understand and does not imply

that it is Welfare policy.
of medical needs.
not.

The' point here is that there is a priority

Some require immediate medical attention and some do

It is identifying those situations that require immediate medical

attention that is difficult.

Here is a definition that may be helpful.

The Funk and Wagnall's Standard

C~llege

Dictionary defines an emergency

as, tlA sudden and unexpected turn of events calling for immediate actior.···.
The variables

~thin

this definition say that it is sudden and unexpected;

. , .......... it'>

'o.~
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therefore, prior planning or authorization

c~not

take place; and that

it calls for innne,diate action, meaning time is of the essence.

Ambu-, ,

lances are equipped to handle this type of situation with emergency equip
ment, red lights, and sirens.
an

emerge~cy

Their function is to deliver a patient to'

medical unit capable of handling the medical needs of the

person innnediat,ely.
It was surprising to this researcher that

emergent

situations

were defined by many others as includi'ng other situations and that ambu
lances were being used for other functions.

Wheelchair and stretcher

cars have almost the same equipment, however, they don't have red lights
and sirens.

These modalities are clearly for non-emergent situations

and should have prior authorization.
The issue is not as simple as this when one gets into perceived
needs of those requesting medical transportation and a secondary medical
condition becoming a primary emergent one while transporting a patient,
about which there is no data.

However, it is clear that there is a

priority of medical needs

a hierarchy of transportation modalities.

~th

Welfare should make this clear in policy and establish the boundary or
limitation in delivering medical transportation service.

If there are

budget limitations, then it only makes sense to limit and provide the
services that are on the top of the hierarchy of medical needs.

This

would be the first approach to control.
Another factor would be cost for services. 'To this researcher's
knowledge there has never been an audit or cost analysis done on the
ambulance companies in Oregon.
charges.

However, there is a wide variation in

It would seem to make sense to find out what is a fair charge

before taking the initiative of setting an arbitrary rate.

This would
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be another control point that would, by the way, be wi thin present policy.
The third factor includes one of the objectives of this report.
That is to come up with variables that would be valid key indicators in
identifying the extent of medical need in relationship to ambulance ser
vice.

For example, are hospitals admissions a good and valid key indi

cator of the need for ambulance transportation?

Does a transfer patient,

a patient being transferred from one hospital to another or from a hos
pital to a nursing home or home, need an ambulance?

These items will be

discussed in a later chapter.
Control could be initiated in many different ways.

However, the

concern here is finding a limi ted control system that will still enable
emergency medical care system to function smoothly.
best methods might be to educate.
IV.

Possibly one of the

This will also be discussed later.

INADEQUATE RESEARCH DATA AND INFORMATION

The primary objective of this report is to
information for a change proposal.

prov~de

research and

The information from Public Welfare's

information and data resources and the Portland community on the medical
transportation was scanty and hard to come by; however, what was available
and pulled together within the Welfare system and the larger emergency
care system, representatives and constituencies should provide a basis
for a change proposal.
V.

INABILITY TO INITIATE CHANGE

The inability to initiate change has been due to two major factors,
in this researcher's opinion.

The first has been a lack of adequate
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research and data to initiate a change proposal.

The second has been a

failure to take the lar;rger system into considerati4)Jl -.beJJ 1Uki0i a ebange
proposal.

The interferences and resistances to change are manifested not

only in & sUb-system funding a service, but in a larger system made up of
emergency care components, local and state governments and agencies, medi
cal and ambulance associations, the public, and the Welfare recipients
who require this service, their representatives and constituencies.
To reflect' back on one' incident that enlightens this problem, a
study was done in 1970 by the Multnomah County Public
on ambulance transportation. (1)

~elfare

District

The primary emphasis of the study was

to reveal and re-examine the practices relative to the use of ambulances
and to see where program changes could be made that would assist in
coming closer to the

allotm~nt

of funds for medical transportation.

The focus of the study examined who was authorizing and referring
medical transportation.

Four major areas were identified:

1.

County Physicians Office authorizing ambulances

2.

Police emergency authorizing ambulances.

3.

Nursing homes, homes for the aged, and hospitals
authorizing ambulances.

q.

Staff prior authorized ambulances.

It was felt that item four, Welfare authorized ambulances, con
tributed the smallest share of ambulance costs, so an in depth analysis
was

~ot

done.

A recap on the conclusions in the other three areas

follow:
County Physician's Office Authorizations.
It was felt that the nature of the requests for ambulance service
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were such that relatively little change could be made at that time.

How

ever, the modification in reporting the situation by the County Physician's
Office could produce some use in alternate arrangements for the transporta
tion of clients.
Police Emergency.
A review of the use of

~bulances

to transport patients to the

Multnomah County Hospital and private hospitals revealed·that~
than one-half of the patients were admitted to
pital.

t~e

(1) Less

Multnomah 90unth Hos

(2) Twenty-eight of the sixty-six patients sampled either made

their own arrangements for return, or were sent by cab or bus, or the
hospital did not know how they were returned.home.
of the

This constituted 84%

33 cases not admitted to the hospital and raised a very serious

. question about the use of ambulances to deliver patients to the hospital.

(3) For private hospitals the situation was similar, however, a much
larger proportion of the patients were admitted to the hospitals.
of

Out

33 patients, 25 were admitted. This represented 75% of the patients

transported to private hospitais who were admitted as contrasted to
of the patients carried to the Multnomah County Hospital.

(q)

q7%

It was

reported that the police in their judgement call an ambulance to meet
emergencies they are confronted with.
by the police was not in question.

The appropriate use of ambulances

However, it was felt that their pro

tection of the public and taking care of the need is a cost associated
with the concept of protection of the public and should be borne by the
appropriate city or county service.
deciding whether an ambulance is

Also, the latitude of the police in

~ecessary

must be preserve'd.

However,
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the cost for the patients who are not admitted to the hospital and who
are later determined as Public Welfare recipients must be borne by the
City of County within the scope of protection of the public.

Therefore,

it was thought Public Welfare must pay only those ambulance costs where
a patient was admitted to the hospital.
Nursing Home Ambulances.
It was felt necessary that Public Welfare require the nursing home
or the persons ordering the ambulance to secure authorization prior to
ordering the ambulance, if at all possible.

If the need for the ambulance

was determined during non-working hours, then the person requesting the
ambulance must submi t a request wi thin the next working day _ It was
recommended that all ambulances be authorized on this basis for patients
who are in nursing homes.
This study initiated several policy change proposals.
that I could identify were:
hospitals.

(1)

Not paying for transfers between

(2) Not paying for police referrals where the patient was

not hospitalized.

(3) A $37 flat or maximum rate.

tion on all nursing home referrals.
the County

The ones

Physician~

(q) Prior authoriza

(5) A special form to be filled by

Office for determining eligibility_

The reception to these change proposals was quite unfavorable.
First, within the Welfare system the Medical Director took a positi?n
against several of these proposals.

In a letter to the District Manager

for Multnomah County Public Welfare he addressed three of these change
proposals: transfers, rates and admissions.
tion from his letter:

t~...J:'"

The following is a 'quota
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If a physician orders or arrangements are made to 'transfer
a patient between hospitals we have no alternative but to
accept the case. Medicare, transportation is limited, but
they cover transportation between medical facilities. Situ
ations could give grounds for a turndown; i.e., transfer
for convenience of the patient, doctor, or hospital, etc.
To deny any and all transfers is beyond policy.
If a need exists for transporting the patient to the hos
pital, we cannot arbitrarily deny responsibility because he
was not hospitalized. "Need" is the key to the situation.
The matter of hospitali~ation is one of the important ele
ments of need. The circumstance's, etc., 'are equally im
po:rtant.
Under Rule Five of the guide, a carrier can by agreement with
the County charge Welfare at rates less than charged the
general public. This rule does not(state that Welfare can
arbitrarily force the reduced rate. 2)
During this same time period the District Manager for Public Wel
fare met with City and County government people to discuss ambulance
payments and proposed that Welfare pay for only those ambulance trips
which resulted in hospitalization.

City and County officials felt that

this was inappropriate and protested what they saw as transferring an
obligation from Public Welfare to the County,.
The response from the County Physician's Office was:
I would anticipate some troubles if an ambulance was di s
patched in a given case and subsequently Welfare refused
to pay on the strength of the information obtained from
the form. The person summoning the ambulance ~ay not have
as complete information as is available when the form is
completed and must make his judgement based upon the informa
tion available at that time. It would be unfair to require
that the County pick up the tab on such cases when the de
cision has to be made on the ~~st interest of the patient at
the moment that the ambulanc~'is summoned. In other words,
a post audit to determine Welfare eligibility for ambulance
reimbursement appears to me to be unfair in thC!lt it cannot
possibly reflect the conditions under which the original
judgement is made to summon the ambulance.(3)

.t

~
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The response from medical transportation providers was mixed.
ambulance companies refused

~d

Two

suggested Public Welfare consider purchas

ing services from someone else or go to the Emergency Board for more
funds.

On the proposal for a 20% budget reduction for taxi service,

Radio and Broadway Cab refused on the basis that the fees were inadequate
wi thout any reduction.

the 20% discount.
their fees 20%.(4)

However, Rose City Cab Company readily accepted

Two organizations, 'Servi-car and Care Car

~educed

The Portland Ambulance Association hired an attorney

who refused the rate reductions, and wrote to the Governor of Oregon.
These resistances and interferences to change proposals indicate the
complexi ty and impact a change proposal wi 11' have in the poli tical and
larger system.

Great care is needed in making any change proposals in

estimating the political, so'cial, and economic consequences.

(+")'('C

.~"~
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CHAPTER III
EMERGENCY HEALTH SERVICES

Since the passage of the Medicare Law in 1965, Public Welfare
has been an important resource for the needy in providing funds for
primary health services.

Emergency

he~lth

services are an important

component in the delivery of primary health services, and ambulance
transportation is a primary component in the delivery of emergency
health services.

A study of ambulances or of Public Welfare policy in

a vacuum could not, however, provide a good conceptualization of the
problems or a means in which policy change can be based.
ents in interaction are just as important to consider.
will focus primarily on what has been

happe~ng

Other compon
This chapter

in Portland over the past

few years, indicating trends, and identifying the various major components
of the emergency health system.
I•

AMBULANCE COMPANIES

. Ambulance service in the City of Portland is provided principally
by three privately owned companies; AA Ambulance, Buck Ambulance, and
American Ambulance.

These operate under a variety of business names,

which largely accounts for the much larger number of ambulance service
listings in the Portland telephone directory.

The three ambulance com

panies together operate approximately 20 ambulances.
license is

re~lired

A special city

for the operation of an ambulance service within the

city, however, the city does not grant franchises to ambulance operators

'X , ..' -.,

''')jr~~,:
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in that sense.

They do have a city police dispatch system in which cer

tain ambulance companies are assigned to cover certain areas within the
city.

The City Health Department inspects ambulances and equipment annu

ally.

Ambulance ·rates are not fixed by any public agency, although the

city does require that the rates a company is charging be posted in the
ambulance, and all ambulances are equipped with meters.
A typically equipped ambulance carries oxygen, resuscitation equip
ment and standard first aid equipment including splints, bandages, sponges,
and similar items.

Drugs are not carried by ambulances because it is il

legal to do so.
The procedure at the scene and movement to the hospital is that upon
arriving at the scene of the accident, the ambulance driver and attendent
will render such first aid as may seem to be appropriate.

If the patient

is conscious, he will be asked to name the hospital to which he wishes to
be taken, and he will be taken there.

If the patient does not prefer a

particular hospital, he will be asked the name of his family physician.
The ambulance attendant will then relay the physician's name to his dis
patcher who will advise him of which hospital staff the physician is a
member.

The ambulance dispatcher keeps a list of all the physicians in

the city and the hospitals at which each practices.

Patients who appear

to be indigent and whose condition does not require their delivery to the
nearest hospital will be taken to the Multnomah County Hospital.

If

the patient is not able to' communicate, or\if he has an injury or condi
tion which appears to require immediate care to preserve his life, he
will be taken to the nearest hospital.
of the ambulance

c~mpany

The patient is the

until received at the hospital.

'Yr';;:

":'
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It might be noted some of the above procedure ,could be helpful to
Public Welfare, especially when identifying and obtaining directions on
Where the patient is to be taken.

Public Welfare ,Policy states that a

patient is to be taken to the nearest hospital.

Using the ambulance dis

patcher to identify a Welfare patient may be an important variable in
determining the disposition.
Ambulance company operators are proud of their service and feel
that their services are given in excellency.

Most of these companies

,sponsor their drivers in advanced first aid course.

Almost all drivers

have now gone through the Emergency Medical Training (EMT) course which
is a sixteen-week course offered through Portland Community College.
They feel also that by providing alternative modalities of medical trans
portation through stret,cher car and wheelchair car servi ces they have
added to the dimension of medical
Ambulance company

oper~tors

tr&~sportation

services.

feel that many of the problems of

delivering efficient and effective services lie in existing case laws.
Since they are bound by contract when arriving at the scene they are
bound and obligated to deliver the service requested.

However, they feel

a person is in a disoriented state after having had an accident and his
judgement of where he wants to be taken is not

alway~

,appropriate.

The Good Samaritan Law, which is still in effect in Oreg9n's statues,
states that a person giving treatment to an injured, stricken, or sick
person may be liable for mistreatment.

In 1971, SB 112 attempted to amend

Oregon's Good Samaritan ,Law to provide immunity for acts or omissions of
any person, r.egardle,ss of whether or not they are medically licensed in
the State of Oregon.

All persons rendering emergency medical assistance

I

.>,,~

,

.. , ..

.

~
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would be subject to a standard of reasonable care under similar circum
stances.

This amendment would have provided immunity to emergency medic.;.

al technicians for the important tasks that they are currently perform
ing but for which they are presently liable.

SB 112 did not get out of

the Judiciary Commi ttee in the'1971 legi slati,on, nor has it appeared
since.

It was the consensus of the Judiciary Committee that the amend

ment did not change existing law.

The advantage of having the present

Good Samaritan Law amended is that it would

p~ovide

statutory protection

to the emergency medical technician in the event that existing case law
is over-ruled by any given case.

It would allow for strict interpreta

tion of the statute by judges, which further protects the emerg'ency
medical technician from non-meritorious claims, and it would give the
medical technician more discretion at the scene within his best judgement.(l)
Many ambulance technicians believe they can assess a person's medical
condition quite accurately.
Most people,
lance.

no~

For example, a big problem is epileptics.

knowing what a seizure is about, will call for an ambu

The technician will assess the situation accurrately and then

transport the patient to the hospital because he is required to do so.
Before or after arriving at the hospital, the seizure'will be over and
the person will undoubtedly walk away.
operators term "chronic repeaters".
they transport them frequently.

Also, there are what ambulance

They know these people well because

They also know that these people don't

need ambulance transportation, nor do they need to be taken to the hos
pital.

One operator confessed, however, that in one case they didn't

respond until it was too late on one known "chronic repeater",.

~.

, .n.
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Ambulance operators feel that Welfare is paying for unnecessary
service.

They feel that some Welfare recipients will call an ambulance

because they don't have cab fare.

Under present law a cab driver can

take a person to jail if they don't have the fare, but ambulance drivers
don't have the same sanction.

They also feel that some recipients will

wait until after the Welfare office closes to request an ambulance, thus
avoIding the task of obtaining prior authorization.
Another problem area identified by ambulance operators was trans
fers.

.'."..

There was a ,question of why Welfare recipients are transferred

from hospital to hospital after the first hospital found out the person
was on Welfare.

Another area of concern was the

home transfers.

One ambulance driver claimed that

were for taxi service and that only

h~spital

to nursing

75% of ambulance trips

25% were true emergencies.

~/

It was suggested by one ambulance operator that Welfare should have
a 24: hour swl tchboard wl th some kind of fftickler systemff that would
ident~fy

Welfare recipients and "chronic repeaters tl •

This would enable

ambulance operators to use an alternate system of some kind in
these cases.

handli~

The feasibility of this is uncertain and this researcher

would suggest that this area be investigated for feasibility, utility
I~

and efficiency.
The Portland City Club Report
In

1966 the Portland City Club came out with a report assessing

the quality of service given by the emergency medical care system.

It

was determined that problem areas in ambulance service were high in
personnel turnover and

h~d

minimum requirements for training of' ambulance

w

LIIfiIlIM
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technicians.

At that time, training amounted to a Red Cross first aid

card which was required by the County Health Officer, to be acquired
within 90. days
after receiving a permit to operate as a driver or attend
I
ant.

All ambulance technicians were required to be registered with the

County'Health Officer.

It was felt by the comndttee who prepared this

report that improvement was 'needed in upgrading' the skill and knowledge
levels of ambulance technicians and that the high turnover rates was in
contrast to this objective.
The Portland City Club felt that ambulances were well equipped but
that the vehicles were designed more to conform to the accepted concept
"'5-

of appearance rather than for 'utility as emergency vehicles. (2) Considera
tion was also given to the desirability of having a
ambulance on all emergency calls.

I

physici~

ride in the

The comndttee did not feel that this

-/

was necessary.
The use of proper first aid techniques will be all that is
possible until the patient is delivered to the hospital.
It is at the hospital, where full equipment and highly train
ed personnel are available to work with the physician and
surgeon under optimum conditions, that the principal treat
ment of the patient should take place. (3)
Also noted by the commdttee was that the majority of ambulance calls
were not of emergency nature_

"Witnesses before your commdttee estimate

1...

that only about twenty percent of the trips are for emergencies_"(l.t:)
A follow-up study done

i~

1970 revealed that private

ambulanc~

companies had accomplished substantial improvements voluntarily.
had increased and employment turnover had declined.

Wages

Most· of the ambu

lance drivers had completed the EMT course, and many were taking advanced
training courses offered through the Multnomah County Medical Society_
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Another important development had taken place.

Plans had been developed

to provide radio communications between the hospitals and ambulances.
~his

was considered a most important area of improvement in emergency

services.
A facility which allows a well trained.first aid attendant
to alert the hospital to the patient's condition and needs
before the patient's arrival saves precious time.(5)
In summary, the Portland City

C~ub

report indicated that the ambu

lance companies in Portland were providing a satisfactory service at a
fair cost and that it was by no means either necessary or desirable to
~

have a municipally owned, operated, or subsidized ambu.lance service
because the present system is able to provide a service more economic
ally •

...,..

II.

HOSPITAL EMERGENCY TREATMENT UNITS

In preceding years, increasing population in the metropolitan area
has created greater demands for emergency services.

The increase in

volume has, however, dramatically exceeded the population growth.
"statistically, one out of every four or five persons in tlie Portland
Metropolitan area will receive attention in a hospital. emergency room
I

~

during a twelve month period. n (7)
Increases in utilization of emergency services for what are termed
nonemergent problems have caused hospitals to feel that there is a con
tinuing need to educate citizens to alternatives and less expensive
forms of medical treatment than is available in the emergency service
departments.

One of the most difficult problems the hospitals face is

.;~."

qO
coping wi th the high cost of admini stering an emergeney service.
of the cost incurred is in the nature of standby cost.
build the standby costs into the rate structure for

Much

Hospitals can

eme~gency

services

or take all or a portion of the standby cost and somehow work it into
the rate structure of other parts of the hospital.

The latter approach

does not seem equitable to the inpatient who has not utiliz.ed the emer
gency service department.
The Portland City Club's repor"t also included hospital emergency
treatment units.

~

They stated:

The Public is progressively relying more upon the hospital
emergency facilities for the provision 9f medical care.
Traditionally, many of these problems would have been re
served for a later visit to the family physician's office,
but more and more it is proving convenient for the patient
to present himself at the hospital emergency room where no
appointment is needed and an evening visit does not inter
fere with the patient's daily routine. This tendency has
been encouraged by the fact that medical insurance frequent
ly covers only care given in a hospital and not similar care
provided in a physician's office. 'The experience of most
Portland hospitals over the last few years shows a 20 per
cent increase in volume of visits to the emergency facili
ties each succeeding year.(S}
The recommendation that the Portland City Club gave was that the
public should be informed of the problem of overuse of emergency facili-

I,,:,,

ties and be requested to restrict their use of them to those problems
that are genuine emergencies.
The use of the emergency facilities purely for the conveni
ence of the patient is to be condemned. Medical and hospital
insurance should be so written that emergency care given in
a physician's office is covered in a manner similar to that
provided in a hospital emergency unit. (9)
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Comprehensive Health Planning Association Report
In 1971 The Comprehensive Health Planning Association produced a
report on the emergency medical care systems for Clackamas, Multnomah,
and Washington Counties.
cases seen in an

This report stated that less than half the

emergen~y

unit are true emergencies.

are medical, pediatric and obstetric problems. n (10)

"More than half
It was claimed

that emergency rooms are utilized when the private physician is not im
mediately available or during other than normal working hours.

Also,

that emergency rooms are a retreat for the lonely •
.....

This report claimed that the reason for the use of the emergency
department is one of convenience, not only from the patient's viewpoint
but from the physician's.

The inability of the patient to get a doctor's

appointment during the day, or when a problem occurs or becomes acute at
night, or on the weekend, many times results in the patient's decision
to come to an emergency department.

Similarly, the physician, being un

able to accept another patient into his schedule, wili send the patient
to the emergency department for examination and treatment with follow-up
care at the physician's office several days or a week later.
,...

Additionally,

the physician many times feels the need to use the backup diagnostic ser
vices of a 'general hospital to determine the course, of treatment. (11)
The Comprehensive Health Planning Association's position and recom
mendations were that emergency service is truly a community type of
service that is provided to the community in somewhat the same.fashion
as fire and police protection.

~t-~

To this effect the report stated:

...'ti<

4:2

One obvious .difference between the services, of course, is
the way in which the service is funded. If we had to pay for
the cost of police protection or fire protection on the basis
of a charge per call, many of us would find it financially
quite impossible to call upon the police department 'or fire
department .... lncreasingly we are saying that health care in
this country. is a right 'rather than a privilege, but the means
for financing the service continues to be within the frame
work established when the prevailing philosophy was that
health care is a privilege. (12)
Their recommendation was to avoid misuse of emergency facilities by
providing outpatient facilities elsewhere within the hospital or the
community for the care of the patients who present themselves at hospital
emergency rooms because of lack of access to, and availability to, other
medical facilities.
III.

..

POLICE

-'

Police have a defined responsibility to respond to calls for ambu
lances in cases which are criminal in nature, but find for some reason
that they have assumed the same responsibility in civil cases as well.
Bell Telephone will

95% of the time refer the caller to the police dis

patcher, but should instead call ambulances directly.

Police feel loss

of time is blamed on them because of their assumed role as an extension
of their real role.

The police feel that the solution might be to pro

vide an ambulance dispatch system which is not bound by a district area
like police are bound by.

This would reduce some time that is lost.

Police dispatchers handle about 25. calls every 24 hours that justi
fies employing a full time ambulance dispatcher.

The police department

has imposed a $600 monthly fee on the ambulance companies for this ser
vice.

Ambulance operators feel that this is morally wrong and have,

1:t3
therefore, never paid this service fee.
The County pays for about 15 of the 25 calls received every 21:t
hours.
of $37.

Up to September fi:r=st of

1973 the rate was a flat no load fee

Under a new dispatch system which will be discussed shortly

there is a $10 response charge.

The majority of calls fall in two areas:

Either the Northeast, or the Burnside area.

It was recommended by po

lice that it might be worthwhile to study the possibility of a city ambu
lance rescue car in one or both of these areas.

The pOlice feel that

private ambulance companies are worried about drunks and indigents in
these areas and rarely send an ambulance until a policeman is on the

1-:::

scene.
The police feel that the Detoxification Center is a problem be

'

cause it does not have the facilities to handle the needs.

Therefore,

they put drunks in the civil hold at the Multnomah County jail if the
person is disruptive, or if there is a charge against him.

Police

officers are trained in first aid, however, they rarely use it and rely
heavily On ambulance technicians for this task.
city cabs and ambulances.

Their referrals are

They have not been known to use intermediate

medical transportation modalities.
I

•

'..,..

A study done by the County Accounting Office in 1972 indicated
that in many instances police officers called ambulances that were not
needed. (13)

Since the county picks up the tab for indigent ambulance

transportation runs referred by the police, the police have been pressured
to make more appropriate ambulance referrals.

",~

~"
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Comprehensive Health Planning Association Report
The Comprehensive

H~alth

ambulance response time.

Planning Association reported a problem in

They noted that ambulances did not respond un

til a police officer had requested an ambulance.

It was felt this was

a saf eguard by the ambulance compani es used to insure payment from the
'County for indigent people.
Under the old system, the police dispatcher would dispatch a police
officer to the scene of the emergency.

After the police officer deter

mined the medical need, he would then radio for an ambulance.
l:-

Once the

request was logged in by the police officer, the County would pay the
flat $39 uncollectible no load fee if the bill was not paid within 30
days.

The connni ttee felt that thi s was unjustifi ed and stated: "Money

seems more 'important than the best emergency medical service possible".(14)
The report also recommended the following"
Because of advances in medical technology, because ambulances
are no longer of the "scoop and carry" variety and because
considerable assistance is provided at the scene, we must
draw a finer line between life and death. It is this ad
vancement in life saving potential which encourages changes
in the emergency response systems. (15)

Mayor's Policy statement
I

•

.;4.

The police dispatch system has been controversial for some time.
A study done by Doug Capps for the Mayor's Office came out with a policy
statement by the Mayor on this issue.

This policy statement on emergency

ambulance care went into effect September
1.

1, 1973. The statement reads:(16)

Eliminating the prior dispatch of policemenl on most
ambulance requests received by the radio division.

4:5

2.

Redistricting the city for better coverage of all areas,

3.

Establishing, by ordinance, standards in equipment and
personnel training as a prerequisite to an ambulance
company being assigned a dispatch district.

4.

Changing the reimbursement system from a $39 uncol
lectible no load rate to an across the board $10
response fee for all district calls.

The'report claimed that time is saved by dispatching police and
ambulance simultaneously.

On those cases requiring police attention

(i.e. accidents, shootings, assault, etc.) an ambulance is standing by
to transport the injured without a delay in

ti~e.

By dispatching only

ambulances o'n inedi cal si tuations, the new procedure eliminates poli ce
involvement on pure illness calls and frees the police officer to do
I

police work.

The study indicated that there would be an increase of

.....::"

ambulance runs of about five to ten percent, although it was felt that
the reduction of charge would offset any additional cost for the service.
The following quote was taken from the Oregon Journal:
Multnomah County Medical Society, doctors and ambulance
companies agree that resulting delays in getting anjambu
lance to an emergency site can and. probably do result in
loss of life. (17)
Item three did not become a city ordinance, however, HB1227 which
I

•

..#...

covers standards in equipment and personnel training, passed'the State
Legislature last year and will become effective July 1,

197q.

Mayor's report stated:
Without these standards, the assignment of a dispatch dis
trict can never be done on a rational and equitable basis.
The city opens itself up to charges of favoritism and
political pressure under the current assignment method.
The only solution is to adopt standards, which if met will
certify companies before they are permitted to participate
in district calls. (18)

,.11

f

'.:::ir.

The

q6
In this researcher's opinion the support that ambulance companies
have given on this issue has been to their own economic advantage, al
though it does also protect the community.

By

i~posing

strict standards

and regulations, the government acts as a buffering system in keeping
new competition from moving in.

New companies have always been threat

ening to' the old established ambulance companies.

When American Ambu

lance started business about three or 'four years ago, they had some
difficulty in being hooked into the police dispatch system until recently.
The question arises if there really was a need for this legislation since
l.:

ambulance companies had in the past taken it on their own initiative to
upgrade their service, equipment, and personnel.

In this researcher's

opinion, the issue was political and not strictly for the well being of
'-'"

the community.
IV.

THE MEDICAL PROFESSION

The medical profession has in the past, and most likely will con
tipue to have in the future, the most profound impact on standards,
guidelines and policies in medical transportation. It is for this reason
that the position and perceptions of two representatives of this con
4

......

stituency are quoted here.

The 'first is from Dr. Norman Logan represent

ing the Multnomah County Medical Society:
The Multnomah County Medical Society has worked diligently
for a number of years to improve the quality of all medical
transportation in Multnomah County. We believe stricter
regulations for all forms of medical transportation are
needed rather than dilution of regulations by categorizing
types of transportation. The transportation needs of
emergency and non-emergency patients are not nearly as

IIIIIIIIIiIIIi
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easily separated as they might first appear. What may first
appear as non-emergent may easily become an emergepey. Lack
of equipment or properly trained personnel can put the patient
in seriou~ jeopardy if a complication should arise. Improper
handling of a chronic orthopedic patient can seriously compli
cate the existing condition. Patients who have been in a re
cumbent position for any length of time are much more suscept
ible to airway obstructions and respiratory complications,
pa~ticularly when excited or apprehensive. (19)
This letter clearly states the Multnomah County Medical Society's
position, and is probably one reason for the lack of interest in this
research project, since this research is promulgating the "dilution of
regulations by categorizing types of transportation".

~

There are still

questions about the effect of categorizing medical transportation modali
ties because the above statements are not supported very well.

For ex

ample, to what extent, if any, do non-emergent situations become
-:(

emer~

gent?
The second quote is from Walter A. Goss, M.D., Multnomah County
Health Officer:

.......

A recumbent individual who is incapacitated or whose mobil
ity is seriously restricted by virtue of his physical ail
ment or deformation should probably be considered to be of
an emergency nature •... Every individual has a right to se
lect their own mode of transportation but when a vehicle is
licensed by the city to transport people, who by hature of
their handicaps are potential risks and might develop into
a secondary problem, then it is prudent and in the best
interest of Portland to maintain its present system. (20)
This researcher is in debate over the above definition of an emer
gency.

However, this position reflects that of the County and City and

should not be taken lightly.

As Dr. Goss stated, there is a potential

risk and this risk cannot be ignored.

q8

v.

THE PUBLIC

...

In the Comprehensive Health Planning Association report it was
stated that, "To the individual any complaint may become an emergency

"

if he cannot locate his p4ysician at the moment". (21)

If an emergency

does come up, the mode of transportation is generally stereotyped.

If

the patient is conscious and ambulatory, a private vehicle is generally

~

used and if the patient is unconscious or not ambulatory an ambulance
is used

This sterotype is apparent when one observes who is request-

ing intermediate modes of transportation. Generally, it is only those

l>

people within or familiar with the medical transportation systems in
the area.
the

This indicates the lack of awareness and knowledge about

emer~ency

medical care and transportation systems.

The delivery of emergency services is complicated by the lack of
adequate definition and the differences in interpretation and perceptions
of what is an emergency.

To obtain some insight into the problem, it

is necessary to look at some of the reasons why people present them
selves at the emergency department.

.

categories of problems:

There seems to be three basis

(1) Life and death situations, (2) Immediate

-"'

need situations and (3) general need situations.
({

The most obvious

reason the emergency department in a hospital and an ambulance trans

'-'.

portation service is established is because of accident, injurY'or
severe illnesses where immediate treatment to save life or limb is the
primary objective.

This transcends all systems of the delivery of

health care without respect to financial coverage, family physicians,

q9
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facilities, Welfare policy or choice of alternatives.

The Comprehensive

Health Planning Association report stated that this group represents the
smallest percentage of the total number of emergency visits and is gen
erally accepted for the use for which it was intended.
emergency visits, the other two categories,

~ay

The balance of

be combined, those in

which there is a need for immediate relief of pain or bleeding, etc.,
and those which require examination and treatment but can be handied
\

through one of several alternatives. (22)
In terms of definition there seems to be a consensus among the

...,

I

providers of health care that the emergency does exist in fact in the
mind of the person regardless of the problem.

\.

The person defines the

emergency and decides where and when he will' obtain the services he

.......

needs.

Generally speaking, it is felt that the public has developed

the attitude that an emergency department is a community health center
where anyone may apply with any kind of complaint.

What results then,

and has occurred across the country, is a tremendous influx in patient
visits to the emergency department.
Education and Information
The Comprehensive Health Planning Association also studied what
'-:;<

kinds of educational efforts are made to make the public aware of
>~

emergency health services and accident prevention programs available
in the area and to ascertain the awareness of the public about these
programs.

A survey was mailed to schools and school superintendents,

city gO'vernment officials, industry, hospitals, health departments

;/,,..#,.. ,,~

; ;.... ; .
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and nursing homes.

It addressed the question of existing emergency ser

vices accident prevention programs in the four counties as recipients of
the questionnaire perceived them, or were directly aware of them.

,It.

It

also asked about educational materials available through these programs,
the emergency facilities in the communities, and the personnel and
their qualifications within the emergency care program.

:-

The general findings were that there was a wide diversity of pro
grams in this area.

Tpe most predominant public information programs

are conducted by the police, fire departments and Red Cross.

..

1

Some activi

ties are carried out by the County Health departments and the Portland

~

Council of Hospitals.
;,

The

effect~veness

of these programs and the ex

tent of public awareness about them could not be determined.

'\

Respondents claim'ed that a health edcuation effort that is usually

1

'-/'

ignored is teaching the public what services can best suit their needs
for specific problems and how to make use of those services.
,""

At least one-half of the patients who crowd the emergency
rooms are not emergencies. Greater effort needs to be made
to make the public more self-reliant or .knowledgeable of
intermediate health measures. (23)

...

The recommendation they gave was that there is a need to coordin
ate information and education efforts that are being made or to form a

.1'

clearinghouse of information so greater effectiveness can be achieved

'<

and greater concentration can be placed on special problem areas. (2q)
Reporting, Dispatching, and' Coordinating E1nergency Problems

,
I

Multnomah County ,has no coordinator for emergency problems.

If one

looks at the emergency pages in the front of the telephone book they find

it

«J

f~l~
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very little help as there are many listings for police, .sheriff and
fire departments.

Under ambulance companies we read "see yellow pages".

i..

There is a lack of reporting facilities for the public.
phones on the

fr~eways

There are no

and no toll free lines for emergency situations

There have been a number of proposals throughout the years but still no
l
~

action has been taken to alleviate this problem.
,I..,

The Comprehensive Health Planning Association recommended that in
formational sources should be centralized into a 2q hour central referral
and informational number to which the public can turn for assistahce.

,I .
'v

:

\

~'

This is not to imply that any emergency should he di.agnosed
over the phone by a layman operating such a service, however,
through a central number, widely publicized by brochures
distributed at places like grocery stores, beauty or barber
shops, and other common places of gathering, the public wi.ll
have one piace to turn for information without having to
check innumeraple sources in the yellow pages or by guess. (25)
The commrrttee also recommended that funds be provided through the

:t.

Comprehensive Planning Association to assist the study that was being
proposed by the Columbia Region Association of Governments on the Uni
versal emergency number "911".

'>.

This 'concept was proposed by Pacific'

Northwest Bell Telephone many years ago and is in operation in some 150
communities within the United States

......

The "911" system provides one

number, that is 911, to dial on the telephone for all emergencies.
--:

The

issue Pacific Northwest Bell raised was that the response time to emer
gencies can be reduced by the availability of a single emergency number
known to all residents. (26)

\

,
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The Mayor's report claimed that the "911" system is not feaeible.
Their findings were that although Pacific Northwest Bell has shown

a

willingness to cooperate in any alternative system of dispatching, there
were some basic limitations.
operator" s switchboard.

Space for district maps are limited at the

The turnover rate of telephone operators is

high, so training becomes a problem.

In addition, handling an ambulance-

request requires a fair amount of sophistication (i.e. assessment of
need, nature of emergency, etc.) Which may be beyond an operator's time
limits.

Furthermore, there are questions of legal and financial responsi

bility for false alarms and "no load" responses, and for even distribu
tion of calls to qualified ambulance operators in the area.(27)
It is in this researcher's opinion that the
the first part of this argument.

l~st

part is truer than

The fact that the "911" system already

operates in 150 communities in the United States says something to its
feasibility.

Since this is a mobile society a universal system would

only enhance a person's knowledge about the emergency health system in
Portland upon moving here.

High turnover of operators is no different

from the high turnover problem that ambulanc,e companies had a few years
~o.

If there is that much training and sophisitication required in an

emergency situation, which there is, why not pay for those skills?
Since the County and City would have to pick up the tab on this system,
positions are understandable.
The ambulance companies have been working on a central dispatch
system that would replace the present system.

This system would take

medical emergency calls out of police hands by providing a central num
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ber for medical emergency calls.

It is felt that the cost and complexity

of such a move is too great, however, recent discussions have indicated
that cost may be offse<t by personnel savings in each company, and that
existing equipment might be utilized.

Their problem was stated that

coordinating six ambulance companies (AA, Buck, American, Appollo,
Tualatin Valley and Care Car) was anticipated.

In this researcher's

opinion, the problem is more how the ambulance companies will collect
from the County for indigent people without the police dispatcher logging
the referral.
VI.

DAVID P. HOOPER ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER

One of the primary problems Welfare staff perceived in the Medical
Transportation Program was the inebriate.

Since "Skid Row" is in West

Branch's service area, this issue was the target of initial research.
Responses to letters written to the Welfare and Police Departments of
San Bernardino, California; Indianapolis, Indiana; Columbus, Ohio; New
Orleans, Louisiana; and Miami, Florida; did not indicate that these
cities were doing anything more about this problem or had they thought
of any innovative or'creative ways of handling the inebriated other
than what Portland is already doing.

The trend

appears to be toward a

detoxification center.
The Detoxification staff at David P. Hooper Alcoholic Recovery
Center has had difficulties .with the Portland Police Department.

This

was because it took a long time for Police officers to change their
techniques in handling the alcoholic or inebriated. (27)

1"'.:.'"

'ft"

1'~W'"

There have been

5q
m~y

complaints about police brutality, and only throu,h administrative

pressures did police begin to conform 'to present policies of delivery of
the inebriated to the Detoxification Center.

The police claim now that

the Detoxification Center doesn't have the intake capacity to handle
more than one drunk at a time.

This is true; there is only one intake

room and any more than one drunk brought into the center has to wai t in
the recep.tion room alone until the other is through· in the intake room.
Often the drunk will wander away and be picked up again, making an ex
cessive burden.on ·the police.

The Detoxification Center staff and the

police have not been on good terms, reflected in alternative strategies
by police.

One of them has been to send the inebriated by ambulance to

the Multnomah County Hospital for minor injuries.

However, the Detoxi

fication Center has a full nursing staff and could handle the majority
of these cases.

Also, there is a doctor there from six to seven every

evening.
Recently the Detoxification Center started the Rapid Outreach
Police Intake System (ROPIS).

Through funds provided through the city

a station wagon was procured and a special staff was hired to go out and
pick up inebriates.

This began September 1, 1973.

The results and impact

of this new system are not known yet but it will surely help in alleviat
ing some of Public Welfare, City, County and Police problems.

'-". "
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CHAPTER IV

WEST BRANCH STUDY
This chapter contains data on the study at West Branch, Multnomah
County Public Welfare, which was done by this researcher beginning the
first week in November, 1973, and ending the last week of January,

197~.

For a description of the characteristics of West Branch, the population
sampled, and the methodology, please refer back to Chapter I.
I.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

SQme of the terms and expressions used in this study may be confus
'ing to those not familiar
~th

Program, or

the

~th

s~pling

Public Welfare's Medical Transportation

methods of this study.

Therefore, listed

below are explanations and definitions:
Programs

(please refer to Chapter I for program purposes and eligibility
requirements)

OAA:

Old Age Assistance.

ADC:

Aid to Dependent Children

AB:

Aid to the Blind.

AD:

Aid to the Disabled.

GA:

General Assistance.

Origin-Destination
Origin:

Where the ambulance picked the patient up.

Destination:

Where the patient was taken.

i·
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Codes

(Represents points of origin or destination. )
A

~

Doctors office, clinic.

B - University of Oregon Medical School Hospital.
C - University of Oregon Medical School Clinic.
D - Multnomah County Hospital.
E - Hospital inpatient.
F - Hospital outpatient.
G - Congregate care facility_
H - Private home.
I - Drug store.
J - Other.

Referrals
Police:

Police requested the ambulance.

Welfare:

Welfare requested or authorized the request for
ambulance.

Private:

Congregate care facility, the public, or Welfare re-'
cipient requested the ambulance •.

County:

County Physician's Office requested the ambulance.

Medical Transfer
Medical:

The ambulance trip was for transporting a patient
for medical treatment.

Transfer:

The ambulance trip was for transporting a patient
other than for medical treatment.

Admissions
Refers to whether the patient was admitted to a hospital as a bed
patient or treated and released.
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II.

'ORIGIN AND DESTINATION

Points of Origin and Destination
TABLE X is a cluster analysis of where the Welfare recipient was
picked up and where he was taken, showing the number of sampled recipi
ents at each point of origin, the destination and the percentages at
each point to the total sample population.

The ElF point on the desti

nation side is where it was not known if the destination was E or F.
TABLE X
POINTS OF ORIGIN
AND DESTINATION
Destination/Origin
A

B

D

E

F

c
D

H

1

1

'

1

E

F

17'

29

8

13

5

2

F'

G

1

15

H

1

1

4

3

2.2

2

1.4

76

5l.l.7·

22

15.8

2

9

6.5

2

2

1.4

21

15.1

3

2.2

1

0.7

139

100.0

28

1
1

J

%

%

2

E

TOTAL

TOTAL

J

2

1

B

G

1
1

0.7

18

4

1.l.l 13.0

2.9

2

~<iJ~.~

2

33

47

32

1.4 23.8 338 23.0

~';.i--"

100.0
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The cluster analysis shows that most ambulance tr4PMpurtaiion occurs
in the middle right side of the table.
As can be seen by the distribution,

53.3% of the recipients trans

ported by ambulance were from a congregate care facility (17), home (29),
or other (28) to the Multnomah County Hospital.

Since Multnomah County

Hospital is the major hospital serving the West Branch area, this .would
indicate that slightly over half of ambulances
nearest hospital.

(54.7%) are going to the

23% went from congregate care facility, home,

Another

or other, to a hospital other than Multnomah County Hospital, which
indicates that some patients are not being
hospital.

tr~sported

to the nearest

Fourteen percent went from Multnomah County Hospital or other

hospital to a congregate care facility.

This means that one in every ten

ambulance trips is for transfers from a hospital to a nursing home.
Thirty eight and nine tenths percent of ambulance trips are from or to
a congregate care facility.

This indicates that over 'one third of all

ambulance transportation trips. are for people in a congregate care facil
ity.
Point J (other) represents a person being picked up from the street,
a bar, or some other

plac~

which is not listed in the codes.

Of some

interest is that most of the ambulance trips from point J originated in
the skid row area.

Since

23% of the cases originated from point J, this

appears to indicate that a high proportion of ambulance trips originate
comp~ison

in the skid row area in

.,<r,

to other parts of the city •

.......
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Points of Origin and Destination Compared to Program.

TABLE XI shows the origin and destination of ambulance trips to
the program the Welfare recipient is in, giving the totals of those ambu
lance trips that originated from a certain point and the totals of those
ambulance trips that had a destination at a certain point.

TABLE XI
SOURCE AND DESTINATION
COMPARED WI Tn
PROGRAM

OM
FROM TO
A

1

B

1

ADC

AB

FROM· TO

FROM TO

AD

FROM. TO

GA
FROM TO

TOTALS
FROM TO
1

2

1

C

1

2

3

2

D

13

19

5

E

3

13

1

ElF

1

5

G

21

14.

1

H

10

1

3

J

4

1

1

1
1

2

2
12

4

39

1

8

1

4.

10

6

1

26

1

7

19

1

7

2

18

76

4.

22

2

11

33 21
1

4.7

3

32

1

Sixty seven percent of ambulance trips from the Multnomah County
J,

Hospital or a congregate care facility are OAA program.

This represents

63% of the total sampled OAA recipients.
Destinations for OAA program recipients are fairly evenly distribut
ed among the Multnomah County Hospital

~~,,~~~.f!

'r,

(35%),

A>+ {err

other hospitals

(33%),

and
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congregate care facilities

(26%).

Eighty-three percent of the ADC program recipients (6 patients),
went from home, or other, to the Multnomah County Hospital.

The two AB

recipients went from home to the Multnomah County Hospital and from the
Multnomah County Hospital to a congregate care facility.

There was an

even distribution from home or other to the Multnomah County Hospital
among GA recipients.
Seventy-three percent of the AD recipients went from home or other
to the Multnomah County Hospital

(63%),

congregate care facility (10%).

Fifty-five percent of all those ~th

an origin of home were AD recipients.

or other hospital (19%), or a

Fifty-nine percent of all those

from other were AD recipients.
III.

USERS OF AMBULANCE TRANSPORTATION

Users of Ambulance in, Each Program
From the previous table the following data was derived showing the
number of users within each program area and the percentage that each,
pr.ogram is of the total sampled population in ambulance transportation.

~ .r;,".;,~;tA #"
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TABLE XII
USERS OF AMBULANCES BY PROGRAM
NUMBER

PERCENT

OM

5q

38.9

AB

2

1.q

AD

62

qq.6

ADC

6

q.3

GA

15

10.8

139

100.0

PROGRAM

TOTAL

The data indicates the highest percentage of users is in the OAA
program (38.9%) and AD program (qq.6%).

Referring back to TABLE I, in

CHAPTER I, the reader can note that OM represents 8.8% of West Branch's
total recipient population and AD represents 17.8% of West Branch's
total recipient population.

This means that 83.5% of the users of am

bulances come from 26.6% of the branch's total recipient population.
~

Sickness and illness often increase with age, thus creating a
greater demand for ambulance transportation and hospitalization.
XIII shows the average and modal ages by program, in the sample.

.......
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TABLE XIII
AGE OF AMBULANCE USERS BY PROORAM
MODE

AVERAGE

PROGRAM
OM

78.8

70

ADC

20.0

16

AB

35.5

AD

51.6

55

GA

37.6

4:3

TOTAL/AVERAGE

59·7

55

It appears,then that the programs with the highest percentage of
ambulance users are also the programs with the oldest age groups.

IV.

AMBULANCE REFERRALS

Referrals Compared with Origin and Destination
TABLE XIV shows who called for the ambulance and compares this
with where the recipient was picked up and where he was taken.

',~~,

I'

W'
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TABLE XIV
REFERRALS COMPARED WITH
ORIGIN AND DESTINATION

FROM

TO

FROM

TO

FROM

TO

FROM

TO

1

A
2

B

C

1

1

1

1
2

6

D

53

E

6

4:

7

9

ElF

4:

1

1

6

G

2

11

5

17

H

32

6

2

9

J

29

1

3

TOTAL

62

24:

31

%

, TOTAL

COUNTY

PRIVATE

WELFARE

POLICE

63

24:

4:5. 3 .

17.3

13

2

3
2

4:

16

1
16

1

21

21
15.1

22.3

TO

1
1

3

31

FROM

18

76

4:

22

2

11

33

21

4:7

3

32

1

139

139
100

Ninety-seven percent of the police referrals were from home or
other, and 84:% had the destination of Multnomah County Hospital.

This

depicts that the type of referrals police make are those cases that take
place in the home or in the street.

The high percentage of ambulances

going to the Multnomah County Hospital indicates that most police refer
rals are close in proximity to this hospital or that this is a standard
procedure of the poli cel.

""""e~t~(ft At~t·~..
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Seventy-one percent of the Welfare referrals were from home or a
congregate care facility.

Twenty-five percent of Welfare referrals had

the destination of Multnomah County Hospital.

A point of interest is

that 33% of Welfare referrals had a destination of other hospitals.

The

question arises as to why Welfare staff is transporting recipients out
of the area.

Twenty-one percent of Welfare referrals had the destina

tion of a congregate care facility.

This means that one out of every

five Welfare requested or aUthorized referrals are for transferring a
recipient to a

congr~gate

care facility_

The distribution of Welfare

referrals is less concentrated than any other source of referral.
Fifty-five percent of private referrals had the origin of a con
gregate care facility.
care facility staff.
home.

Over half of private" referrals are by congregate
Twenty-nine percent of private referrals were from

Forty-two percent of private referrals had the destination of

Multnomah County Hospital and q8% had the destination of other hospitals.
Seventy-six percent of County referrals had the origin of Multnomah
County Hospital and 76% of the recipients went to a congregate care
facility.

This indicates that most County

care people.

referr~ls

are for congregate

Nineteen percent of County referrals had an origin at a

congregate care facility or other hospitals and had the destination of
Multnomah County Hospital.

The County referral system is critical as

it partially explains the reason for transfers; that is, transfers are
generally for congregate care Welfare recipients.
Police referrals account for q5.3% of all referrals.

Because of

the large pOlice role in the referral system, one can understand why.

,t"yrW'ttM
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Welfare staff' is concerned about how ambulance referrals' are processed.
It is apparent that the more one is in the eyes of others to observe and
the more referrals made, the more mistakes can. be observed if one has a
lower than 100% accuracy.

This often will obscure what is really the

situation.
Referrals Compared to Programs
The next Table shows the types of referral in comparison to pro
grams.
TABLE XV
NTIMBER OF CASES BY REFERRAL SOURCE AND PROGRAM .

POLICE

WELFARE

PRIVATE

COUNTY

TOTALS

15

16

15

54:

OM

8

ADC

5

AB

1

AD

38

7

12

GA

11

2

2

TOTAL

63

24:

31

1

6
1

2

5

62
15

21

The .police have the largest number of referrals (63).
eight percent of police referrals are for Welfare recipients
AD and GA progr ams •
which amounts to

Sixty-~ne

139
Sixty~thin

the

percent are from the AD program alone

27% of all referrals. The police referrals in the AD

program therefore are an area of importance in ambulance transportation.
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Also, it is in this program that a large percentage of alcoholics

resid~

ing in the skid row area are participating.
Welfare referrals are concentrated mostly in the OAA program.
These are most likely requests from congregate care facilities for
prior authorized ambulances.

Half of the private referrals are also

most likely congregate care facility ambulance requests which are not
prior authorized by Welfare.

Most of 'the county referrals are for OAA

program recipients, which is again referrals for transfer of 'patients
from hospital to congregate care facility.
Referrals Compared to the Reason for Ambulance Transportation
The reason for ambulance transportation was coded in two general
areas.

Ei ther the ambulance was used for transporting a person for

medical treatment which was categorized as "medical", or the ambulance
was used for transporting a person for purposes other than for medical
treatment, which was categorized as. "transfer".
referral source and whether the reason for

TABLE XVI shows the

t~ansporting

the person by.

ambulance was for medical or transfer reasons.
TABLE XVI
THE PERCENT OF MEDICAL AND TRANSFER CASES
BY REFERRAL SOURCES

TRANSFER

MEDICAL

POLICE

WELFARE

PRIVATE

1.6

20.8

6.5

76.2

17.3·

98.4

79.2

93.5

23.8

82.7

II '

COUNTY.

TOTAL
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The table shows 17.3% are transfers and 82.7% are .ambulance trips
for medical reasons.
fers.

Welfare and COunty referrals have most of the trans

Police referrals are 98.q% of the time ambulance transportation

for medical reasons.
reasons.

Private referrals are 93.5% of the time for medical

However, County transferred 76.2% of their cases.

By cross checking the reason for transporting by ambulance for

each program, the following table was derived:
TABLE XVII
PERCENT OF CASES
. WI THIN EACH PROGRAM

OAA
TRANSFER

27.8

MEDICAL

72.2

ADC

100.0

AB

AD

GA

TOTAL

50.0

11.3

6.7

17.3

50.0

88.7

93.3

82.7

Since there were only two persons sampled in the AB program, the
percentages listed above might not be valid.

However, approximately one

in every four OAA program transportees is for transfer

reasons.

most likely is because of their age and delicate condition.
percent of the ADC recipients were for medical reasons.

This

One hundred

The average age

of OAA was 78.8 years, and the average age of ADC was 20 years.
V.

TEMPORAL BREAKDOWN FOR AMBULANCE TRANSPORTATION

Requests For Ambulances During and After Office Hours
It was felt by many Welfare staff and other people in the-medical
transportation service area that Welfare recipients, congregate care
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staff, and others were ~aiting until after Welfare office hours to request
an ambulance, thus avoiding obtaining prior authorization for this service.
Taking into c'onsideration weekends and holidays, the following table was
derived showing the number of cases by referral source that were requested
during and after Welfare office hours at West Branch:
TABLE XVIII
CASES REFERRED DURING AND AFTER
OFFICE HOURS BY SOURCE
POLICE

WELFARE

PRIVATE

COUNTY

TOTAL

OFFICE HOURS

23

20

5

16

64

NON-OFFICE HOURS

40

4

26

5

75

There are more requests for ambulances during non-office hours than
during office hours.

The picture changes slightly, however, when one con

siders there is a normal work week of 40 hours which leaves 128 hours
dur,ing the week that Welfare offices are 'closed.

This means that there

are 1.6 referrals per hour during office hours and 1.7 referrals: per hour
during ,non-office hours.
Of the 6q cases (q6% of the referrals) transported during office
hours, 36% of them were police referrals, 31% Welfare referrals, 8%
private referrals and

25% County referrals. Prior-authorized or Welfare

referrals make up approximately one-third of all ambulance referrals
during office hours.
Of the
office hours,

75 cases (54% of the referrals) transported during non-

53%

were police referrals,

,

'1U~1;;.

,<' •

5%

Welfare referrals,

~

35%

private
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referrals, and

7%

County referrals.

The higher proportion of police

referrals during non-office hours probably indicates their higher involve
,ment in the emergency transportation system during this time period.
The'higher proportion of Welfare referrals to private referrals during
office hours indicates prior authorization is obtained.
During non-office hours private referrals are made without prior
authorization.

This does not prove that they are waiting until after'

Welfare hours, but shows that during non-office hours the private refer
ral system is most operative.
Time of Request For Ambulance
The following table shows the time that the services were delivered:

TABLE XIX
NUMBER OF CASES BY
TIME OF SERVICE
9
1
5
9
1
5

a.m.
p.m ..
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

-

-

1 p.m.
5 p.m.
9 p.m.
1 a.m.
5 a.m.
9 a.m.

q6
32 '
2q
17
8

12

The highest proportion of ambulance trips are during the day (78
cases or

56%)

regardless of weekends and holidays.

29% went between

Forty-one cases or

5 p.m. and 1 a.m4, and 20 cases were transported between

1, a.m. and 9 a.m.

',J:~",::.~.~
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Seasonal Patterns
Since the sample covered more than one year (see sampling process)
the following table could be off to some degree; however, it does give
some general idea as to the seasonal'patterns of ambulance use.

xx

TABLE

gives the seasons in which the ambulances were used and compares them

wi th pro.grams.
TABLE XX

SEASONAL PATTERNS COMPARED
WITH PROGRAMS

PERCENT
PROGRAM

MODAL
'MONTH

OAA

OCTOBER

WINTER

SPRING

SUMMER

,FALL

18.5

9·3

38.9

33.3'

16.7

16.7

50.0

16.7

50.0

50.0

ADC
AB

AD

JUNE

19.4:

12.9

38.7

29.0

GA

MAY

13.3

33.3

33.3

20.0

OCTOBER
18.0
(JUNE & JULy CLOSE)

14.4:

38.8

28.8

AVERAGE

'As can be seen, the modal month varies by program and the largest
overall usage is during the, summer.

VI.

REPEATS

Repeats Compared with Referrals
From the sampled population a count was made on the number of

'>V£Li

"".iiilir,,--,llI,,·:< •
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times each person used an ambulance covering a period beginning approxi
mately July 1, 1973, ana· ending December 31, 1974, approximately one and
a half years.

TABLE XXI shows the average number of times used by re

ferral source.
TABLE XXI
AVERAGE NUMBER OF. REPEATS
PER PERSON BY REFERRAL SOURCE
POLICE

5.0

WELFARE

2.7

PRIVATE

2.3

COUNTY

·3.0

As is indicated, police are making more referrals for the same
Welfare recipients than any other referral source; County runs second.
This seems to be consistent with the age

gro~pings

that were discussed

earlier and the general health of the populations from which they are
making the referrals.

Police make many ambulance referrals for the in

digent population which is highly concentrated with alcoholics from the
skid row area.

Alcoholism contributes to many health problems that un

doubtedly cause an above average need for medical treatment.
Repeats Compared With Programs
To verify if the above claim may be true, a cross check was made
by running the number of times each Welfare recipient us'ed ambulance
service and compared this with the programs they were in.

W~"$~~~'l'"

i,"'i:6!4}~

The AD program
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has the highest number of alcoholics and are second in

~e

to OAA.

TABLE XXII
REPEATS COMPARED WITH
PROGRAMS

PROGRAM

AVERAGE
TIMES USED

OAA

2.2

ADC

1.3

AB

6.5

AD

5.3

GA

3.1

The AB program recipients had the highest average in number of
times an ambulance was used per person.

Since there are only two samples

within this program, there is some question Whether this was
the total population of AB recipients.

tr~

for

However, the number of times am

bulances 'were used by the AD population. is 5.3, which corresponds closely
with what was said about police referrals, indigents, and alcoholics.
The average number of times ambulances were used for all programs
was 3.7 and the mode was 1.

The average number of times used each year

is 2.5 per person in the sample.
VII.

COST

TABLE XXIII shows the percentages of the sample populations with
in cost groupings by referral source •

.~i'
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TABLE XXIII
COST PER TRIP
DOLLARS

POLICE

WELFARE

PRIVATE

COUNTY

TOTAL

<

15.9

20.8

3.2

q.8

12.2

q5-50

23.8

33.3

16.1

38.1

25.9

50-55

33.3

16.7

25.8

19.0

26.6

55-60

22.2

8·3

29.1

1q.3

20.2

60-65

q.8

12.5

12.9

q.8

7.9

65-75

q.2

9.7

1q.3

5.0

75-85

q.2

3.2

q.8

2.2

q5

TOTAL

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

AVERAGE

$51.31

$52.19

$56.69

$55.12

$53.2q

MODE

$50-55

$q5-50

$55-60

$q5-50

$50-55

The average cost was $53.2q in the sampled populations.
ferrals cost the most, with the average cost'of $56.69.
were the lowest, wi th the average cost of $51.31.

Private re

Police referrals

This is probably because

of their closer proximity to the Multnomah County Hospital.

The distribu

tion is skewed toward higher cost$ and truncated at $q5.
VIII.

MEDICAL ASSESSMENT

As explained in CHAPTER I, a medical assessment was obtained from'
the ambulance operators describing the condition of the Welfare recipient
when picked up.

These assessments were then given to Dr. James Landis,
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Medical Director for Public Welfare, who evaluated the assessments as to
whether he felt an ambulance was needed or Whether

~

other

t~OQiPorta-

tion modality could have been used, such as Wheelchair or stretcher car
services.

He was uncertain of some of the sample assessments, so these

were recorded in a separate column.
Medical Assessment Compared with Admissions and Transfers
TABLE XXIV shows the evaluation of medical assessments compared with
whether the Welfare recipient was admitted to the hospital or not, or if
he was a transfer, or if it was not known whether the Welfare recipient
was admitted or a transfer, which is represented by the word "blank".
TABLE XXIV
MEDICAL ASSESSMENT COMPARED WITH
ADMISSIONS AND TRANSFERS
(PERCENTS WITH NlJMBERS IN PARENTHESIS)
AMBULANCE
REQUIRED

AMBULANCE NOT
REQUIRED

UNCERTAIN

ADMITTED

32.4: (11)

ql.2

(lq)

26.q

NOT
ADMITTED

37.5 (2q)

q5.3

~(29)

TOTAL

(9)

2q.5 (3q)

17.2 (11)

q6.0 (6q)

7.1

(2)

85.7

(2q)

7.1

(2)

20.1 (28)

BLANK

23.1

(3)

30.8

(4)

46.1

(6)

9.q (13)

TOTAL

28.8 (4:0)

51.1

(71)

TRANSFER

20.1 (28)

100.00 (139)

The data shows over half of the ambulance trips (51~1%) did not
require an ambulance.

Only 28.8% required. an ambulance, and it was un

certain whether 20.1% needed an ambulance or not.

Admissions did not

"
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prove to be a good indicator of the need for ambulances.
Welfare recipients were admitted who

requ~red

In fact, fewer

an ambulance than who did

not, and there were more recipients requiring.ambulances who were not
being admitted than who were admitted.
The percentage of ambulances that were not required.in relation
ship to tran.sfers is quite significant (85.7%).

If the medical assess

ment is a valid independent variable, .this would indicate that transfers
should not in most cases use an ambulance.

In numbers, only two

welf~e

recipients in the sample required an ambulance when being transferred,
and probably some of the six that Dr. Landis was uncertain about may have
also required an ambulance.

This may be an important area in which to

establish some control through Welfare policy revision.
At one time Public Welfare wanted to pay for only those Welfare
recipient ambulance trips that were admitted to a hospital.

Our figures

indicate that admissions would not be a valid indicator for the need for
ambulance service.

It appears that need for ambulance transportation may

not necessarily mean hospitalization but implies a need for medical .
tr~atment

on the basis of the medical assessments.

It is interesting

that the number of required ambulances (qO or 28.8%) is close to the num
ber of admissions

(3q

o~

2q.5%) ,

corresponds closely to the

n~ber

and that those not admitted

(6q

or

46.%)

not requiring an ambulance (71 'or 51.1%).

Medical Assessment Compared with Lights and Sirens
Ambulances are emergency vehicles equipped with lights and sirens
and are authorized by the State Highway Commission to use their lights

.

and sirens in emergency si tuations and to exceed the speed limi t to mi les

:l....

,
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per hour.

A

compari son is made in TABLE XXV between the' m.edical assess

ment given by Dr. Landis as to whether an ambulance was required, was not
required or was uncertain, and Whether or not lights and sirens were used
in the transporting process.
TABLE XXV
MEDICAL ASSESSMENT COMPARED WITH
USE OF LIGHTS AND SIRENS*
LIGHTS
SIRENS

AMBULANCE NOT
REQUIRED

AMBULANCE
REQUIRED

UNCERTAIN

TOTAL
(WEIGHTED)

NO

. 114:.6

( V:I:)

63.6

(61)

21.9

(21)

69.1

(96)

YES

60.5

(26)

23.3

(10)

16.3

(7)

30.9

(43)

TOTAL

28.8

(40)

51.1

(71)

20.1

(28)

100.0 (139)

*Percents, numbers in parenthesis
The data above indicates 60.5% or 26 ambulance runs with lights and
sirens required an ambulance and 63.6% or 61 cases without lights and
sirens did not require an ambulance.

This is highly critical and suggests

that time is an element in defining the role of an ambulance.

Where there

is a need to transport a person immediately with all speed to a medical
facility as indicated by use of lights and siren, an ambulance is required.
Where time is not an important factor, alternative modalities of trans
portation could be used.
Medical Assessment Compared with Programs
The following table compares the medical assessment with programs,
showing the number and their percentages:

'/II
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TABLE XXVI
MEDICAL ASSESSMENT COMPARED
WITH PROGRAMS
(PERCENTS WITH NUMBERS IN PARENTHESIS)
PROGRAM

AMBULANCE
REQUIRED'

AMBULANCE NOT
REQUIRED

OM

24:.1

(13)

51.9

(28)

24:.1

(13)

ADC

50.0

(3)

33.3

(2)

16.1

(1)

100.0

(2)
22.6

(14:)

AB
AD

29.0

(18)

4:8.4:

(30)

GA

~o.o

(6)

60.0

(9)

UNCERTAIN

The percentages show that GA recipients have the highest percentage
of ambulances that were not required (60.0%), OAA recipients are second
(51.9%), and AD recipients are third (q8.~%).
Medical Assessment Compared with Referrals
TABLE XXVII shows the number and percentage of referrals that re
quired ambulances, did not require ambulances, or where the appropriate
ness of ambulance transportation was uncertain.
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TABLE XXVII

MEDICAL ASSESSMENT COMPARED
WI Tn REFERRAL
(PERCENTS WITH NTIMBERS IN PARENTHESIS)

REFERRAL

AMBULANCE
REQUIRED

AMBULANCE NOT
REQUIRED

UNCERTAIN

POLICE

q2.8 (27)

39.7 (25)

17.5 (11)

WELFARE

8.3

(2)

62.5 (15)

29.2

(7)

PRIVATE

25.8

(8)

q5.2 (lq) .

29.0

(9)

COUNTY

lq.3

(3)

81.0 (17)

q.7

(1)

This data is revealing.

It indicates, providing that the assessment

criteria was valid, that pOlice are making the most appropriate ambulance
referrals or requests.

It shows that Welfare is making the most inapprop

riate referrals with County following closely.

County is making the most

referrals in percentage where ambulances are not required and Welfare
follows County.

What this implies is uncertain.

Professional people are

charged with the responsibility of using resources appropriately in their
best judgement.

These figures indicate the professionals are the ones

who are making the most

~nappropriate

referrals.

within their perceptions of what is appropriate.

This might:'possibly lie
Lack of definition or

the lack of criteria from which to make judgements could be the key in
resolving this dilemma.

It is apparent that some definition and criteria

are needed to make appropriate referrals in requesting ambulances.

IX ADMISSIONS AND TRANSFERS
Admissions and Transfers Compared with Lights and Sirens
Using admissions as the independent variable, the following summary
was compiled.

Admissions were thought to be a'good indicator of medical

~"i~~~~.&J~~
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need in the past by Welfare Staff.

As indicated before, when comparing
we~e no~

admissions with medical assessments, admissions

a good indicator

of the need for ambulances.
TABLE XXVIII compares hospital admissions, transfers, and blanks
(unknown whether aamitted or transferred) with lights and sirens.
TABLE XXVIII
ADMISSIONS AND TRANSFERS COMPARED
WITH LIGHTS AND SIRENS
(PERCENTS WITH NUMBERS IN PARENTHESIS)
LIGHTS
SIRENS

ADMITTED

NOT
ADMITTED

TRANSFER

NO

18.8 (18)

42.7 (4:1)

28.1

(27)

YES

37.2 (16)

53.5 (23)

2.3

(1)

TOTAL

24:.5 (34:)

4:6.0

20.1

(28)

(64:)

BLANK

10.4: (10)

TOTAL

69.1

(3)

30.9 (4:3)

9.4: (13)

100.0 (139)

7.0

More were not admitted than admitted when lights and sirens were
used.

Most transfers did not require lights.

sions are not a good indicator of ambulance

This indicates that admis

n~ed.

Admi ssi ons and Transf er s Compared wi th Programs
,TABLE XXIX shows the programs the Welfare recipients are in and
compares this to whether they were

admitt~d

rt

~Lc

•

or transferred.

d~i>~
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TABLE XXIX
ADMISSIONS AND TRANSFERS COMPARED
WITH PROGRAM
(PERCENTS WITH ~BERS IN PARENTHESIS)
PROORAM

NOT
ADMITTED

. ADMITTED

TRANSFER

20.~

(11)

ADC

83.3

. (5)

AB

50.0

(1)

50.0

(1)

OAA

33.3

(18)

31.5

(17)

BLANK
1~.8

(8)

16.7

(1)

AD

19.3

(12)

61.3

(38)

14.5

(9)

~.8

(3)

GA

26.7

( 4)

60.0

(9)

6.7

(1)

6.7

(1)

The data indicates more OM recipients are admitted to the hospital
than any other group.

Outside of the percentage for AB program recipi

ents (50%), there are more OAA transfers than in ~ny other program.
also seems to correlate well with age.

This

It seems that the older the age

representation is, the more admissions there are proportionately.
Admissions and Transfers Compared With Referrals
The last table shows admissions, transfers, and blanks and compares
them with referral source.
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TABLE XXX
ADMISSIONS AND TRANSFERS
COMPARED WITH REFERRAL
(PERCENTS HITH NUMBERS IN PARENTHESIS)

REFERRAL

ADMITTED

NOT
ADMITTED

POLICE

20.6 (13)

68.3 ( 4:3)

1.6 (1)

9.5 (6)

WELFARE

25.0

37.5

(~)

29.2 (7)

.8.3 (2)

PRIVATE

35.5 (11)

38.8 (12)

9.7 (3)

16.1 (5)

COUNTY

19.1

(6)

TRANSFER

BLANK

81.0 (17)

( 4:)

This data suggests that private referrals have the most admissions
and police make the most referr-als where the Welfare recipient is not
admitted.

This is almost opposite from the breakdown by medical assess

mente

x

SUMMARY

In gwmmary, the average patient was an OAA or AD recipient, trans
ported from home or other unsymbolized place or a congregate care facil
ity to the Multnomah County Hospital, having been referred by the police
during the 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. period, during summer or fall, with an
average cost of $53.24: per trip, for almost four trips during the year
and a half period.

About 83% of the Welfare recipients were transported

for medical reasons, 27% of whom were admitted to the hospitals, with

29% of the patients judged as having required an ambulance.
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS .AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I.

WELFARE f S PRESENT PROGRAM

This researcher feels that many of the perceived problems of
Welf are staff are engrained wi thin the present program structure.

The

vagueness of the program as discussed in Chapter II comes from a lack
in program definition, guidelines and policy.

Public Welfare has tradi

tionally had limited funds to wurk with in all areas of delivering ser
vices and in income maintenance grants.

It only seems logical that if

there are limited funds for Medical Transportation, some decision has to
be made about the limitations of the Medical Transportation program.
This chapter focuses on this issue and suggests possible ways of re
defining and setting program boundaries in administering this social ser
vice.

The first task here will be to critique these rules and regula

tions that appear problematic.

(See Appendix)

Rule Twu - Authorization (1)
During Public Welfare Branch Office hours, non-emergent trans
portation must be prior authorized by the Public Welfare Branch
Office on PWD-501B, Medical Transportation and Authorization
Invoice, indicating the specific transportation Which can be
provided at Public Welfare expense. Non-emergent transportation
provided during hours when the Public Welfare Branch Office is
closed or emergent transportation must be reported to the Public
Welfare Branch as soon as feasible but not later than the next
work day. Authorization of the specific service and specific
charge for that service is given by the Public Welfare Brapch
Office on PWD-501B. This form is prepared by the Public Welfare
Branch Office only if funds are available to cover the charge for
that service.
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This rule regarding non-emergent transportation is defective.

The

rule states that during working hours non-emergent transportation must
be prior authorized; however, when the Welfare office is closed the situ
ation has to be reported the following day.

The rule does not hold up

because people who do not want to go through tbe hassle of prior authori
zation can avoid this by waiting until after office hours.

Therefore,

it is recommended that:
1.

All non-emergent transportation be scheduled at least 2lJ: hours in ad
~.

As documented elsewhere in this report,

non-em~rgent

situations are

those situations in which the medical need does not require immediate
treatment.

Most medical

ning is a requirement.

.non-em~rgent

situations can be planned if plan

It is human nature to put things off that do not

require planning until the last minute.

Most doctor's appointments,

medical exams and physical therapy sessions are scheduled.

It seems

reasonable that the transportation of the individual to and from that
source could also be scheduled as the rule.

It is therefore recommended

that:
2.

A district transportation coordinator position be established.
This coordinator would be responsible for establishing a liaison

betweem transp~rtation companies (i.e. taxis, servi-car, wheelchair and
stretcher car companies), and those authorizing the transportation (i.e.
Welfare case workers).

It still may seem appropriate for Welfare recipi

ents to go through their caseworkers for authorization.

However, with

the County Physician's office and congregate care staff, transportation
would have already been scheduled, thereby reducing significantly their
role as a referral- sour'ce.
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Also, there are e'conomical advantages to this.
would be a IIpooling"

proc~ss.

First, of course,

Taxi companies have offered reduced rates

for scheduled trips for more than one individual.

Stretcher and wheel

chair cars can be obtained for less than half the cost of ambulances.
Many Welfare recipients go to the Mul tnomah

~ounty

Hospital or the Uni

versity Hospital for appointments during the same time period.
could be "pooledll •

These

It seems possi ble that patients being transferred

from a,hospital to a nursing home could also be "pooled"_

The possibili

ties for this are manifest and will only take some imagination and ex
perience to find ways of working with economies of scale.
The modality of transportation should also be carefully considered.
The rule should be to match the medical need with the resources of a
carrier.

It is doubtful Whether ambulances should be used for non-

emergent situations.

Stretcher and wheelchair cars are equipped almost

the same as ambulances.

In fact, A.A. Ambulance uses an ambulance for

their stretcher car services.

However, stretcher cars and wheelchair

cars don't generally have the emergency lights and sirens and they are
staffed by one man instead of two.

In most cases, if a person is in a

critical condition that would require an attendant, the person shouldn't
be transported from a hospital, but if it is to a hospital, some latitude
should be given.

3.

Therefore it is recommended that:

Use of ambulances for non-emergent Medical Transportation should be
prohibited unless a physician's statement is issued giving the
medical need.
.
The medical consultant could be used to audit these need statements

which would be helpful in coming up with some criteria that would clearly
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differentiate between non-emergent and emergent. conditions so contro
versial over the past few years among physicians.
It is through the process of establishing priorities within nonemergent transportation that the boundaries of the program service area
can be defined.

It is clear that

transporta~ion

for routine medical

checkups should be lower in priority than transportation for a major
operation.

This can be differentiated by criteria of primary and pre-

ventive·health needs.

It is true that we all want to be generously

benevolent to our fellow men, but when limited resources are available
there is a reality that must be faced.
Rule Three - Emergent Transportation (2)
Emergent transportation is generally provided by ambulance.
A sudden unexpected occurrence generally creates an emergency.
A physician's statement will best define the medical need and
thereby identify an emergency. Other guidelines to identify
an emergent situation requiring transportation by ambulance
are a call for an ambulance follOwing a traffic accident, a
call to which the carrier has no reasonable alternative but
to immediately dispatch an ambulance, and similar situations
which create an identifiable emergency.
It is true ,. at least in Portland, that -emergent transportation is
generally provided by ambulances.

However, a sudden, unexpected occur

rence is only part of what creates an emergency.

Funk and Wagnalls Stand

ard College Dictionary defines emergency as, "A sudden and unexpected
turn of events calling for immediate action".
standing the nature of an emergency.
transportation.

This is critical in under

Time is of the essence in emergency

An ambulance has the proper equipment and staff to give·

initial treatment and to deliver the patient to a hospital with_speed.
Immediate treatment to save life or limb is the primary objective.

Thi's

transcends all systems of the delivery of health care without respect to
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financial coverage, family physicians, Welfare policy or choice of alter
natives.
Since a physician is generally not at the scene to identify an
emergency, his statement does not define the emergency, it only validates
the need for medical treatment when the patient was treated by him.

The

emergency is defined by the person or people there and their perceptions
of the medical need.
emergency.

Also, a traffic accident does not define a medical

More people walk away from traffic accidents slightly or

uninjured than injUred.
control.

Only through education in identifying medical needs can any

control be established.
4.

This is an area in which there can be little

It is therefore recommended that:

Emergencies be redefined emphasizing time

and

5.

Collaboration and support be given by Public Welfare to those
entities presently engaged in the educational effort to make the
public more self-reliant or knowledgeable of intermediate health
measures.

Rule Three goes on to state: (3)
In emergent situations, the Public Welfare Division will assume
only the expense of transporting the patient to the nearest
facility where the emergent medical need can be met. Unless
authorized by the Public Welfare Branch Office- transportation
from one community to another community will not be paid by
the Public Welfare Division.
Even though the above is policy, what is actually happening is that
people are being transported to where they want to go.

As stated by one

ambulance operator, an injured person is in his most disoriented state
and cannot always be the best judge of where he wants to go.
here lies in existing statutes of the State of Oregon.
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The Good Samaritan
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Law hinders medical technic}ans f.rom making judgments which seem more
o~

reliable than the injured

sick person.

It is therefore recommended

that Public Welfare:

6.

Support the Good Samqri tan Law Amendment.
There might also be a problem of identi,fying Welfare recipients.

This is a difficult problem.

Welfare pr"ovides identification cards to

Welfare recipients; however, unless the person is known by the ambulance
drivers or unless the question is asked if they are under any insurance
program or Welfare program" there is no way of knowing.
It is not recommende» that emergent transport"ation be prior author
ized because this would

t~e

views would not remedy any

up unnecessary time, and telephone inter

p~oblem.

It has been

sta~ed

by police dis

patchers that it is almost impossible to extract enough information over
the telephone to identify the" need for ambulance transportation.
by establishing a

2~

Thus,

hour switchboard for authorization, medical needs

could not be identified apy more than under the present system.
Rule Four - TYpe of Transportation

( ~)

The choice of carrier will be determined by the patient's
medical condition, distance to the place of treatment, and
availability of suitable carrier, utilizing the least ~x
pensive conveyance consistent with these conditions •••••••
The patient's medical condition is the key.

It appears necessary

that some criteria be established that links medical need with transporta
tion modality.

7.

It is recommended that:

Criteria be established that links medical need with transportation
I

modality.

5'$i¥"t'"
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In order to accomplish this task it would be helpful to collabor
ate

~th

the medical community as it is they who

~ll

be the most resist

ant to this policy change.
Rule Five - Public Rates (5)
•••••• The charges to the Public Welfare Divi sion by any type
of carrier will in no event exceed the charges to the general
public for like services. Any carrier can by agreement ~th
the Public WelfareD;ivision or local Public Welfare Branch
Office charge the Puplic Welfare· Division at rates less than
those charged the general public for like services.
Many medical services have been audi ted, and charges which are fair
have been established.

All major medical insurance companies have maxi

mums established for different medical treatments.

It seems only logical

that Public Welfare audit ambulance companies and come up wi th a fair
fee.

As stated before, up to last year Multnomah County was paying $37

per trip tQ ambulance
rived is not known.

com~anies

for indigents.

How this price was de

However, When Public Welfare in 1970 tried to reduce

the rates to this amount there was much resistance and it was stated
that Welfare could not arpitrarily establish and impose rates.

It is

realized that politics pliny an important role in thi s process.

Federal

matching of funds (50%) ~or this service bring additional dollars into
the state..

However, because of ri sing costs and fewer dollars in propor

tion for provision of funds for this service, it seems necessary that
some control be established over the service charges.

It is therefore

recommended that:
8.

Public Welfare or §ome other source audit ambulance companies and
establish a flat f~e charge.

1:....
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The reason for a flat fee is that it reduces

acco~nting

expenses.

Some ambulancee companies have very complicated additional charges which
make it difficult to audit and verify.

An alternative to this would be

to have the city or some other government agency regulate charges by or
dinance in the same way garbage rates are established or utility company
rates are established under public supervision.
II.

EMERGENCY HEALTH SERVICES

Ambulances
As stated, it is recommended that an audit should be done to make
a determination of a fair fee.

In most cases, except when the patient

is unconscious, there is an attempt to identify the patient.

If a

patient can be identified as a Public Welfare recipient, it might be pos
sible to establish a standard procedure for ambulance operators to follow,
such as taking the patient to certain hospitals.
With ambulance technicians increasing-their knowledge and skills
it seems reasonable that at times the technician may not feel the need
to transport a person by ambulance.

Some arrangement could be made in

paying the ambulances a response fee in this situation.

However, before

this can take place the problem of ambulance operator liability still re
mai~s.

Without the amendment to.the Good Samaritan Law, ambulance opera

tors are still' liable and they probably would not endorse such a procedure.
Hospital Emergency Treatment Units
Hospital emergency treatment units have problems similar to ambu
lances, mainly over-utilization.

Their solution was to provide easy ac

cess to alternative out-patient medical facilities located either at the

~.
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hospital or in the community.

It seems logical that the same solution

cari be applied to the ambulance over-utilization problem; that is, by .
providing easy access to cheaper alternative methods of transportation.
For example, do taxi companies take medical identification cards for trans
portation of Welfare recipients for medical reasons?

It was suggested by

an ambulance operator that Welfare recipients request ambulances because
they don't have cab fare.

It seems that a certain amount of judgment and

latitude on the recipients' behalf would be in order if this were the
case.

This contradicts the prior scheduling recommendation suggested

earlier but is suggested for the exceptional case.
~

This is the situation

wnere the medical need does not require an ambulance but the situation
requires medical treatment before the person can be .scheduled for trans
portation.

This could happen on a weekend, holiday, or evening when a

Welfare recipient cannot get in touch with Public Welfare or staff.
Police
This researcher feels that the police dispatch system is inferior
to other emergency communication systems.

It is based on political and

economic purposes which are not advantageous to the welfare of the commun
i ty.

Even though they are doing the best job in screening ambulance re

ferrals, this is not their function or role.

9.

It is recommended that:

Public Welfare recommend and support the "911" system Pacific North..;
west Bell has been proposing.

The Medical Profession
As discussed in Chapter III, the Multnomah County Medical Society
is against categorizing types of medical transportation.

Their argument

was for stricter regulations and the chance of a secondary medical problem

'~.~
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becoming a primary emergency medical problem.
Officer also took a positio:n on this.
compromise within these groups.

The Multnomah County Health

It seems necessary to attempt a

Without the medical profession's support

any proposed changes will fail.
The Public
As stated earlier, the. primary focus should be in education on
emergency health measures and resources.

Public Welfare couid do this

in the casework process or by distributing literature to recipients.

How

ever, the main emphasis s40uld be in collaborating with other institutions
for an over all education effort.

The person making the ambulance refer

ral is not always the Welfare recipient.
10.

Therefore it is recommended that:

Public Welfare support the Comprehensive Health Planning Association
recommendation for ~ 2q hour central referral and informational num
ber to Which the puplic can turn for assistance.
This proposal of the Comprehensive Health Planning Association would

enhance public information output resources and serve as an aid to Welfare
recipients in handling problems that are normally handled by Welfare Staff.
David P. Hooper Alcoholi¢ Recovery Center
The present site fQr this resource has been condemned by the city
because of fire and construction hazards.
relocating.

There have been problems in

One point of reference is that they will undoubtedly move

out of the skid row area.

Since the Rapid Outreach Police Intake System

(ROPIS) was started, the, Detoxification Center staff does not feel that
relocating will be dysfunctional to access.

They still plan to operate

a storefront station in the area and the cruiser will continue to pick up
alcoholics.

This is a program that should be watched carefully.

~

Since
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there are between four and five hundred Welfare alcoholics in the skid
row area, the support of Public Welfare is critically needed.
III., 'WEST BRANCH STUDY
The West Branch Study provided a lot of data which indicates the
vagueness and complexity of ambulance transportation.

The recommenda

tions that are stated come from an analysis of Public Welfare policy and
the West Branch study in

r~lationship

emergency medical care system.

to other components wi thin the

It is felt by this researcher that the

problems are manifest in'the total Medical Transportation Program and
not in any specific area or branch.
One thing not mentioned before emerging from this study is that
in one out of every ten

~bulance

trips, the patient was intoxicated.

Because of the population, this Branch has unique characteristics that
must be noted.

They are serving a large number of alcoholics 'and the

solution to part of their problem lies in giving support to alcoholic
programs.

One person in the sampled population has had 38 ambulance

trips in the year and a half covered.

Each time this person was trans

ported by ambulance he was picked up off the street, referred by a police
officer, drunk, and in a seizure.

This example indicates a need for

closer contact with Welfare recipients and having information about medi
ca-I problems.

If the cas,eworker had known about this, there may have

been some alternative arranged for this Welfare recipient that would have
reduced the cost to Welfare and the suffering this person must have ex
perienced.

It is therefore recommended that:
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11.

Caseworkers be provided with a summary report, at least once every
three months on their assigned caseload medical e!penses.
It is clear from this study that Welfare staff is not a good refer

ral source.

The information they obtain is too vague in order to make

appropriate jUdgments.

It appears that decision should be made by the

person at the scene, especially in emergent situations.

In non-emergent

situations some investigation could be done before scheduling to obtain
the necessary information in order to make jUdgments.
Since 83.5% of the users of ambulances in West Branch were from
OAA and AD programs, the emphasis in medical investigations should be
placed primarily in these two areas.

The OAA usage is understandable,

but the AD usage seems to be out of control.

This could indicate a need

for lower caseloads in the AD program.
As far 'as key indicators to determine the need for ambulance trans
portation, lights and sirens and transfers based upon Dr. Landis's evalu
ation of assessments were the best.

It is ironic in a way that lights

and sirens would prove valid, but it was the key to defining an emergent
situation.

It would not be recommended to use this as an indicator in

the future for certainly as soon as certain ambulance operators find this
out, the light will go on.
if

pri~r

Transf'ers should be controlled and will be

scheduling is required.
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CONCLUSION
This researcher feels that the readers of this study may come up
with different conclusions frbm the ones he feels are relevant.

Because

of the complexity of the issues described.within this study, other con
clusions will be omitted and left for the reader to interpret on his Own.
However, the recommendations will be reiterated here for reference.
1.

All non~emergent transportation be scheduled at least 2q hours
in advance.

2.

Establishment of a District Transportation .Coordinator position.

3.

Use of ambulances for non-emergent medical transportation be pro
hibited unless a physician's statement is issued stating the medi
cal need.

q.

Emergencies be redefined to emphasize time.

5.

Collaboration and support be given by Public Welfare to those
entities presently engaged in the educational effort to;make the
pub~ic more self-reliant or knowledgeable of intermediate health
measures.

6.

Support the Good Samari tan Law amendment.

7.

Criter~a be established tbat links medical need with trans
portation modality.

8.

Audi t ambulance companies and establish a fl.at fee charge.

9.

Public Welfare reconnnend and support the tt911" system that
Pacific Northwest Bell has been proposing.

10.

'Public Welfare support the Comprehensive Health Planning Associ
ation's recommendation for a 2q hour central referral and informa
tional number to Which the public can turn for assistance.

11.

Caseworkers be provided with a summary report at least once every
three months on their assigned caseload medical expenses.
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FOREWORD
To

Medical

Transportation

Services

Transportation to and from a source of medical care or between medical
facilities is recognized by the Public Welfare Division as a necessary
part of medical care. The amount of funds available within the welfare
budget of a particular branch for medical transportation services
establishes the limitations of payment by the Public Welfare Division
regardless of type of transportation utilized or the situation which
required transportation services.
The Public Welfare Branch Office will make full use of the resources
available from all sources and other 8gencies for providing funds for
or medical transportation service and thus conserve public welfare medical
monies; i.e., insurance; Crippled Children's Division; State Accident
Insurance Fund; Motor Vehicle Accident Fund; Veterans' Administration;
Blind Commission; volunteer groups; Title XVIII (Medicare); personal
auto of relatives, friends or volunteer associations; etc.

The Oregon Public Welfare Division
Public Service Building
Salem, Oregon 97310

,<
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_R U L E S

and

REGULATIONS

Governing Medical Transportation Services

The following rules are hereby established by the Public Welfare Division
by authority vested in said Division by ORS 411.060; 411.070 and 414.065
for the purpose of supervision and control of medical services rendered to
those clients eligible to receive such services under the provisions of
Oregon State Statutes. These rules and regulations are subject to change
at the discretion of the Division.
Rule One
Relationships
These rules and regulations shall govern the relationships between the
Division and those providing "medical transportation to welfare clients.
Authorization for payment of and the rates payable for medical transporta
tion are prescribed by the rules and regulations in this guide.
Rule Two
Authorization
During Public Welfare Branch Office hours, non-emergent transportation
author1~ed by the Public Welfare Branch Office on PWD-SOlB,
Medical Transportation and Authorization Invoice, indicating the specific
transportation which can be provided at Public Welfare Division expense.
Non-emergent transportation provided during hours when the Public Welfare
Branch Office is closed or emergent transportation must be reported to the
Public Welfare Branch Office as soon as feasible but not later than the
next work day. Authorization of the specific service and specific charge
for that service is given by the Public Welfare Branch Office on PWD-S01Bo
This form is prepared by the Public Welfare Branch Office only if funds
are available to cover the charge for that service.

must be prior

Rule Three
Emergent Transportation
Emergent transportation is generally provided by ambulance. A sudden
unexpecte~ occurrence generally creates an emergency.
A physician's state
ment will best define the medical need and thereby identify an emergency.
Other guidelines to identify an emergent situation requiring transportation
by ambulance are a call for an ambulance following a traffic accident, a
call to which -the carrier has no reasonable alternative but to immediately
dispatch an ambulance, and similar situations which create an identifiable
emergency.
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In emergent situations, the Public Welfare Division will assume only the
expense of transporting the patient to the nearest facility where the
emergent medical need can be met o Unless authorized by the Public Welfare
Branch Office transportation fr.om one community to another community will
not be paid by the Public Welfare Division.
Rule Four
Type of Transportation
The choice of carrier w~ll be determined by the patient's medical condition,
distance to the place of treatment, and availability' of a suitable carrier,
utilizing the least expensive conveyance consistent with these conditionso
If friends or relatives can provide the required transportation, the cost
will not be paid by the Public Welfare Division as a medical expense.
The term "carrier" is wide in scope; i.eo, private car, city bus, inter
community bus, taxi, ambulance, chair car, wheelchair coach, servi-car,
train, chartered plane, etc.
Payment will be author~zed by the Public Welfare Branch Office for the type
of medical transportation adequate for the patient's condition, with considera
tion given to the least expensive mode of transportation. Ambulances should
not be required to wait, as such time is billed; also, while ambulance or
taxi transportation may be required to a medical facility, a less expensive
mode may be adequate for the return of the patient.
Public Welfare Branch Offices and carriers will work cooperatively toward
scheduling trips on the least busy days, and most convenient hours during
those days, for the carriers, and will also make every effort to transport
more than one patient on a single trip when appropriate. SUch arrangements
will reduce charges as may be agreed to between the carrier and Public Welfare
Branch Office.
Transportation of deceased clients is a mortuary expenditure to be paid from
public assistance'maintenance funds.
Rule Five
Public Rates
In order to qualify for payment by the Public Welfare Division, a carrier
doing business as a provider of ambulance, chair car, wheelchair coach or
servi-car services shall:
1.

File with the Public Welfare Division a current public
rate schedule of charges accompanied by Form PWD-504,
Certification for Payment of Medical Transportation
Services by Oregon Public Welfare Division at Public
Rates, Exhibit No.3, page 21 of this guideo Rates can
be changed only by filing an amended public rate schedule,
accompanied by a Form PWD-504; rate changes wili be
effective on the first day of a month qut not less than
30 days following the.~ate of filing. In no event will
the effective date of the change in rates precede the date
such rates are effective for the general public.
6
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2.

Customarily charge the general public at those rates
specified above and routinely pursue unpaid charges
in anticipation of collection.

3.

Permit the Division the privilege of auditing the
carrier's financial records at any time following
notification to the carrier of its plans to so audit.
Such an audit would be done to assure the Public
Welfare Division that this Rule Five is in full force
and effect; that the charges to the Public Welfare
Division do not exceed rea~onable charges for trans
porting welfare clients; and that the charges do not
exceed those rates filed by the carrier with and
approved by the governmental body, if any, supervising
and approving such rates.

The charges to the Public Welfare Division by any type of carrier will
in no event exceed the charg.es to the general public for like services
Any carrier can by agreement with the Public Welfare Division or local
Publ ic Wel fare Branch 0 ffice charge the Public Welfare Division at rates
less than those charged the general public for like services.
0

Rule Six
Forms and Billing Procedure
The forms apd billing procedure set fOTth in this guide will be followed
in billing the Public Welfare Division for all transportation rendered
and authorized by the Public Welfare Branch Officeo
Rule Seven
Billing Date
Bills for authorized transportation are to be filed with the Division promptly
fotlowing service but in any event not later than the month following the
month of service.
Rule Eight
Full Payment Schedule
Payments provided by the Division for specific authorized services represent
full and total payment for those services under the Division's medical
services program.
Under no circumstances shall patients, relatives or friends be chargeJ any
amount to supplement fees paid by the Division for services to which they
·are entitled by law and rules and regulations established by the Division,
and the carrier has no claim against the patient's estate for any charges
for such services.

'7

Rule Nine
Use of Alternative Resources
As stated in the Foreword to this guide, the Public Welfare Branch Office
will make full use of the resources available from all sources and other
agencies providing funds for medical transportation or medical transporta
tion service and thus conserve public welfare medical monies.
For those clients .65 years of age and older, every effort must be made by
the ambulance company to use fully the ambulance benefi t of Part liB" of
Public Law 89-97, Medicare, prior to billing the Public Welfare Division.
Billing instructions are set forth elsewhere in this guide.
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Medical Care Identification Card,
Medical Transportation and Authorization and Invoice, PWD-501B,
and
Request for Medicare Payment, Social Security Administration, Fo~ SSA-1490W(O~
10

WELFARE ELIGIBILITY--Eligibility status of the patient will be of critical
importance to the provider of medical transportation, herinafter referred
to as the "carrier"
Eligi bili ty may be detennined as follows:
0

Ao

Medical Care Identification Card, PWD-1407--Issued by the Public Welfare
Division to most welfare recipientso Recipients under some programs
will not be provide~ with the cards, however
This card will certify
to the eligibility of all members of the grant for the period of time
specified, indicating the nam~s and person letters of all recipients.
This card is not to be construed as authorization for services since all
medical transportation services must be authorized by the Public Welfare
Branch Office within the limitations set forth in Rule Two of this guideo
0

B.

Foster Child Medical Care Identification Card, PWD-1407A--Issued by the
Public Welfare Division to eligible children in Foster Careo The name
and person letter of the eligible child are shown on the cardo See
statement in paragraph "A" regarding authorization of medical transportation
services.

C.

Medical Transportation and Authorization and Invoice, PWD-50lB(Exhibit #1)-
In addition to certifying eligibility, this fonn will serve as authori
zation by the Public Welfare Branch Office for medical transportation.
Blank PWD-50lB's will be issued, preheaded and partially completed, by the
Public Welfare Branch Office and will indicate the specific services and
amounts that are authorized.

The date when the Public Welfare Branch Office is contacted concerning a person
not established as eligible under the Public Welfare Division Medical Assistance
Programs is critical in establishing eligibilityo Ordinarily eligibility for
medical assistance begins with the date of appl~cation. However, a decision
to request medical assistance may be made during a period when Public Welfare
Branch Office staff is unavailable; ioeo, during hours when the Public Welfare
Bran~h Office' is closed, Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays.
When this
occurs the individual, or someone 'acting in his behalf, must apply to the
Public Welfare Branch Office during the next working dayo Eligibility then
begins on the day the decision was made to apply for medical assistanceo The
promptness with which the carrier notifies the Public Welfare Branch Office
on behalf of the individual of his name, other identifying infonnation, and
his intent to apply is important and may become a part of the application
process
0

lIe PROCEDURE--Medical Transportation and Authorization and Invoice, PWD-501B
Ao

A recipient requ1r1ng medical transportation services will be more easily
identified by the carrier when he- contact the Public Welfare Branch Office

11

for authorization of required service if the ~ecipient presents
an Identification Card. However, presentation of such a card is
not a prerequisite to receiving medical transportation serviceso
B.

The Public Welfare Branch Office will furnish a preheaded and partially
completed PWD-50lB, assuming the person is eligible and the service
and expense are authorized by the Public Welfare Branch Office. PWD
50lB is the authorization form. The branch forwards the original and
two copies to the carriero

C.

The carrier should make every effort to determine whether other funds
are available to meet the costs of the service. Those funds are to
be utilized before billing Welfare. However, if recovery from, any of
these sources is made by the carrier after payment by the .Public
Welfare Division, the carrier shall credit the Welfare Divisio~ accord
ingly--see the Forewo.rd to all Vendors' Guides, Medical Assistance
Programs, Public Welfare Divisiono

Do

After services as authorized have been furnished, the carrier shall
prepare his billing on the 50lBo The carrier will retain the last copy
and forward the original and one copy to:
Oregon Public Welfare Division
Public Service Building
Salem, Oregon 97310

Eo

Care shall be exercised to insure that the billing includes the
authorized service for only that recipient named by the branch office
in the preheaded PWD-50IB.

F.

Payments will be made to the carrier on a collective basis; ioeo, a
single check may be issued covering a number of invoices. A voucher
will be furnished which will indicate by serial numbers the payments
made for each invoice. Copies of invoices, form PWD-50lB, will be
returned to the vendor only in those instances where payment is not
made as billed.

Go

In general, the acco~nting and payment procedures of the Welfare Division
function best when bills are mailed as soon as possible after the end
of the month in which service was rendered, but not later than the end
of the following month.

1110 COMPLETING THE INVOI CE FORM PWD-50IB

A.

"Program/County/Case Number/Case Name" - .. The branch office will completeo

B.

"Name and Address of Vendor" -- The branch office will complete

C.

"Eligible Person for Whom Service Authorized" -- The branch office will

Gll'fib

bhu narnu of Dhu purBon find

per~on

letter for whom th@

0

~@ruiC@i

are authorized. The" carrier may bill only services that have been
authorized for the person listed here.
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D.

IIDate of Service - Month/Day/Year"

The branch office will complete.

Eo

"Authorizing Signaturel! and IIDate"

The branch office will complete.

Fo

"Description of Services/Remarks" -- The branch office will clearly
indicate the specific services authorized and maximum amount authorized
for payment of those serviceso The purpose of the services, when
significant, will also be indicated.

Go

Column headed "Welfare Complete" -- The branch office will complete.

THE BILLING AREA
H.

"Vendor Complete in Detail or Attach Copy of Itemized Public Billing" -
The carrier will complete carefully, entering all detail as appropriate.
Attaching a copy of the itemized public billing relieves the carrier
only of the respons ibili ty o'f itemizing the services on the PWD-50lB.,
The appropriate box, IIA" through "HI!
be checked, the amount billed
must be noted, and the date of service must be stat'edo
The "Total" charge, "Insurance or Other Credits," and ''Net Amount" must
be indicatedo
NOTE:

The procedure for handling credits for payments received from
other resources prior or subsequent to billing is set forth
in the Foreword to all Vendors' Guides, Medical Assistance
Programs, Public Welfare Division o

The branch office or ambulance company will indicate if the services
were required as the result of an accident or injuryo
The carrier must enter the appropriate "Vendor Number" assigned by the
Public Welfare Division, sign the invoice, and enter the date the invoice
was signed.

13

Welfare Clients Age 65 and Over,
Enrolled Under Title XVIII, Medicare, Part liB",
Voluntary Supplementary Medical Insurance (SMI)
Welfare clients enrolled in Supplementary Medical Insurance, hereafter
referred to as SMI, are covered for ambulance services, subject to the
rules and regulations established under SMI, the $60 deductible, and the
20% coinsuranceo Aetna Life and Casualty'is the insurance carrier for
Part liB"
0

Authorization, Billing and Payment Procedures
1.

Billing form used by ambulance companies is SSA-149OW(OR), Request
for Medicare Payment, Exhibit #2. This form is available in quantity
from Aetna Life and Casualtyo
Form SSA-1490W(OR) serves a double purpose for clients covered by
Part liB" Medical Insurance and Welfare. Mail this form to Aetna Life
and Casualty an4 not to Welfareo C!ients under age'65 or those 65
years of age and older not covered by SM! are to be billed to Welfare
on the PWD-50lB. For those 65 years of age and older and not covered
under SMI the carrier will state on the face of the PWD-50lB, "This
person not covered under SMI".
A.

Cases not Prior Authorized
Aetna Life and Casualty processes the SSA-1490W(OR), forwards the
form together with its explanation of payment to the Public Welfare

Division which in turn forwards the material to the Public Welfare
Branch Of~ice. The Public Welfare Branch Office then acts on the
invoice in the same manner as it presently acts upon' an ambulance
company request for issuance of a PWD-50lB; i.e., evaluates the
medical justification, and rejects, approves, or modifies the service
and charge within the limitations and under the rules and regulations
detailed elsewhere in this guide, including availability of funds to
cover justified serviceso Authorization of medical transportation
service authorizes payment of the deductible and coinsurance within
the rate limitations set forth elsewhere in this guide. Authorizatioq.
for payment will not be given if adequate funds for obligation are
not availab~e.
If the ambulance trip is a service covered by Aetna Life and Casualty
and Aetna reduces the charge for the covered service, PWD will ~
make up the difference between the original charge and the reduced
charge
FWD participation is limited to the deductible and/or coin
surance calculated by Aetna against ~he reduced charge.
0

If the service/charge is approved, the Welfare Branch Office returns
the salmon copy of the SSA-1490W(OR) to the Public Welfare Division
for paymento Under the column headed "Leave Blank" on the l490W(OR),
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the Welfare Branch Office must certify for payment the un
paid balance approved by the Welfare Branch Office.

r-

If the service and/or charge is rejected, the Public Welfare
Branch Office returns the SSA-1490W(OR) to the ambulance
company with an expl~nationo
Bo

Cases Prior Authorized
Where the 'Public Welfare Branch Office has prior authorized
medical transportation for a Welfare/SM! client, billing will
be done on the SSA-149OW(O~ and processed as described above
under "A"o Prior authorization of medical transportation
service authorizes payment of the deductible and coinsurance
within the rate limitations set forth elsewhere in this guide.
Prior authorization for payment .will not be given if adequate
funds for obligation are not availableo

20

Completing Form SSA-1490W(OR). Aside from completing the form in
detail for billing purpdses, two important items must always be
shown:
a.

The ambulance company1s Welfare vendor number must be entered
in the block for ''Physician's or Supplier's Code" near the
bottom of the form, and

0

A notation must be ~ade as to where the trip started and the
destination. A copy. of the public billing attached to the
invoice will provide this and other detail o

0
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State of Oregon
Public Welfare Division

I

PWO!;OIB RfV.!;170

PROGRAM COUNTY

I

MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORiZATION AND INVOICE
CASE NUMBER

NN

W

PERS
LTR

f~)

3197

THIS SECTION
FOR COMPLETlor
BY WELFARE
DATE OF SERVIC

ELIGIBLE PERSON FOR WHOM SERVICE AUTHORIZED:

NAME/ADDRESS OF VENDOR

.'" 

SERIAL NO.

CASE NAME

PATIENT'S NAME

MONTH/DAY!yEAR

I---

OBJECT CLASS

7
AUTHORIZING
SIGNATURE
MAXIMUM
AMOUNT

SERVICES l.ISTED BEl.OW ARE AUTHORIZED FOR PERSON SHOWN ABOVE; NOT TO EXCEED MAXIMUM AMOUNT
DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES/REMARKS

DATE

VENDOR COMPLETE IN DETAIL OR ATTACH COPY OF ITEMIZED PUBLIC BILLING

WELFARE COMPLETE
STARTING POINT AND DESTINATION
(CHECK ONLY QNE BOX)
FROM:

AMOUNT
BILLED

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION

AO

DOCTOR'S OFFICE/CLINIC

BO

U of 0 MEDICAL SCHOOL HOSPITAL

cO

U of 0 MEDICAL SCHOOL CLINIC

DO

MULTNOMAH COUNTY HOSPITAL

OUTSIDE OF CITY LIMITS

E

HOSPITAL INPATIENT

MILEAGE

FO

HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT

OXYGEN

GO

CONGREGATE CARE FACILITY

OTHER (DESCRIBE)

HO

PRIVATE HOME

10

DRUGSTORE

JO

OTHER (DESCRIBE)

0

A

DATE
MO/DAY

ERROF
CODE
(SEE
REVERSI

AMBULANCI=
CITY RATE, FLAT FEE

B

0

PER MILE

TAXI

TO: (CHECK ONLY ON E BOX)

EXHIBIT

AO

DOCTOR'S OFFICE/CLINIC

BO

U of 0 MEDICAL SCHOOL HOSPITAL

cO

U of 0 MEDICAL SCHOOL CLINIC

D

MUL TNOMAH COUNTY HOSPITAL

C

E

HOSPITAL INPATEINT

D

FO

HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT

E

GO

CONGREGATE CARE FACILITY

HO

PRIVATE HOME

F

10

DRUGSTORE

G O.TRAIN

J

OTHER (DESCRIBE)

H

1

0

WHEELCHAIR COACH OR SERVICAR

0

GASOLINE (QTY)

@

OIL _ _ _(QTY)

@

BU~

0
0

PLANE

OTHER (DESCRIBEl

-(

RO

AND RETURN
THIS SECTION COMPLETED BY CPWD

WERE THESE SERVICES REQUIRED AS A
RESULT OF AN ACCIDENT OR INJURY?
VES

---- ---Additional Comments

o
-----

OR

d:

AMBULANCE COMPANY

TOTALS

YES, WHICH TYPE?

lOoN 1'HE
N~ ~ -=.J~ _ _

0

VEHICUl.AR
~CCID~~T _ .

0

NET AMOUNT

I

I

Error Code applicable to
other than billed Items.

I

I

.

\

)

i

.

insurance or
_O~E~ __ other CREDITS

I CE RTI FY THAT the goods or services described in this invoice were rendered to the person named her~in according to Oregon law and the Rules and Regulatio
of the Public Welfare Division; that payment has not beeri received except as noted; that payments which may be received from any other source will be reimburs
to the PWD; that such records will be retained as are neceSsary to disclose fully to the PWD the extent of services provided to the person named herein; that infe
mation regarding any payment claimed in this invoice will be made available, upon request, to the PWD within the limitations stated in Oregon law; and that tl
foreHoina information is truer accura,e and complete.

r

I UNDERSTAND THAT payment and satisfaction of this claim will be from Federal and/or State funds, and that any false claims, statements, or documents,
concealment of a material fact, may be prosecuted under applicable Federal or State laws.
Vendor
Number

Signature
of Vendor

c

Date
Signed_ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - 

il?
--....lDii

REQUEST FOR MEDiCARE PAYME-NT
MEDICAL INSURANCE BENEFITS-SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

Form A p'lroved.
Budget E mtou No

(See Instructions on Back-Type or Print Information)

72.R0774
1. Nome of patient (Must be age 65, or over)

(i§iiP.i
\ !

I 1', \

f.: ,I )h~

Medicare Claim Administratfon
300 Yeon Building
Portland, Oregon 97204

TV

2. Claim N-:~be-r-(Copy-fr:;;hi;-M;di~are

1-.. Male

f-

4. Was your patients' illness or injury
connected wi!h his employment?

REPORT OF SERVICES
B
6
Po

r, .. T F. ') F

':)F

5F.PVICE

SER'/I CE

Y - .. --------~·---15:-Sh~W na~;-;_~·~r~ddres-; ~ff~~iTit-y where services were
es
0
performed (If other than home or ollice visits)

1

r------

---·..·---1--· ..-

C.

FULLY DESCRIBE SURGICAL OR MEDICAL
PROCEDURES ANDOTHER SERVICESOR
SUPPLIES FURNISHED FOR EACH D~TE GIVEN

PLACE

f~CH

1

~ ..J

LJ Fllmale

T ei;Ph~~. Number

3. Street Addr~~Ci-;~-:-S';~t;~iiPcode-

222...6831

---

PWD
FEE
CODE

0-,-

- -----

NATURE OF ILLNESS OR
INJURY REQUIRING SERVICES
SU;::IPLIES

.._...---- ___.__

--.

I

E
CHARGES
.

.-.-----

Leave

Blank

------1----

-_.-+---+---------------- --+--_._---....
2.
- -- --_. ----

• • --- .-. - - -_..

3.
4,

I
-I

6.

.

-

- - - - - . ----t-!- - - - t -

._- -

_.. - ......----- .

·.. · 
L

- - - - - - - - - - - - -..- . - - t - - - - - - - - I

-- ...------

I

i

5,

~-

... -..

~

-~

---·-1

EXHIBIT 1# 2

---_.. _

-~

1--------- - - - - - - - 

--- - - - -----+--_._----1

I

7
- - - - - - - - - - . ---+-----+

8.

.... -
1 ,let-Cpe payment under Titre XVIII of the Social Security Act. (Sec
----.-~

Total
Charges

rnslruc/7(HlS )

$

Amount

$

Paid
Any Unpaid
Balance Due

fa

$

SHADED AREAS FOR USE OF STArE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PLANS ONLY AND IS NOT REQUIRED BY THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

,.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE IDENTIFICATION (Copy Irom PA identHication card}

PR"oo R .~

UNTY-] C • ~E

N U ... B. R

--------·----------~P=-e:=-=R-:-S-:L.~E-=T:-:T::-:E::-:R=--T':"O"'::A-=T:-E-------r:S:-E~'P=-I=-A.=-2--:'N-:-:'6-:M"'::1--B-=E:-::S=--6-2---:

I CNtir.,' that th(' goods or sC'rvicC's descrihed in this invoice were rendered to the persons named herein by mysC']f or under my
prrsonal dir('('tion according to Oregon Law and the Rules and llegulations of the Oregon PWD; that paymC'nts which may be
rC'C'eh'C'd from any source (other than those received from Title XVIII-P.art B-Intermediary as a result of this billing) will b~
~imbu~~~_ to the Orego,-!_~~D, ._______
N,AME OF OTHER PHYSICIAN(S) 81L-LING IN THIS CASE

I PhysiCian's

~r ~?mT o"d oddre!'os of rhrsician or surrlier (Number and street, City, State. ZIP Code)

or

Telephone Number

I supplier's code

I

. t.

-_._- ..

,

.. -_. -----

Date signed

9. S,gnoture of physicion or supplier (A physician's signature certifies that physician's
serv,'ces were personally rendered by him or under hi s personal direction)

-'---

•

_________

DO

MD

.I

H

DDS

Other degree

. O-Docto,' s Off'ce

H- Patient's Home (If portable X·ray services, identify the supplier)

ECF -Extended Care F aci lity

OL-Other Locations

IL-Indepe"de..,t Lob::rrotory

IH-Inpatient Hospital

OH-Ovtpatient Hospital

NH-Nvrsing Home

FORM

SSA.1490W (OR)

110-691
<

k

19

ii.i'

-,. >

Departme'lt of Health, Education. and Welfart
Social Security 1:0 'imin, stratton

INSTRUCTIONS TO PHYSICIAN OR SUPPLIER FOR COMPLETING REPORT OF SERVICES
P:lymenr" unl1er P.Ht B oi Title XVIII of the Social
'C'curit\' :\''':1 nre hased on the reasonable charge for
prwsicians' services and medicoll supplies. Reasonable
charges ar'~ determined by 'the orf:anization which pays
til,: cl<l.I:r., taking into account the customary charges
:;:.1.:e n'; r he physician or supplier and the prevailing
'- :.. H,(:e:- ot physicians or suppliers in the area. The
Fhy sic ian or supplier accepting d irf'ct payment for
se[v:C'es n~rees tv accept the reasonable charge as
:1; . . full Ch.lr.lC,

~'here any charge is paid by the patient, a standard

form SS.-\·1490. Request for Paymen t, shou:d be com
pleted.

If the sen'ices or supplies \\'ere not furnished by a
physician. the <;upplier should show in item ~D the
name of the physician prescribing them. A report for
ambulance service should show the origin and desti
nation in item 2C.
Space is provided for a physician or supplier identifi
cation nU,mber to fdciliute processing of the claim by
the organization making payment.

F'lr (:ach date in i tern ~. the physi cian shou Id indi ca te
the piac(: 0f s('n'it'(:. ~hould describe any medical or
,,\;rgic:d procedure. attaching a supplementary statement
if necessary. and should describe the illness or injury
bC"ing created. If more than on'e procedure or treatment
'\'I:as provided on a ~ingle date, describe each procedure
~erarately. Include any charges for preoperative and
Fostoperati ve care in surgical charges.

The doctor or surplier may attach itemized Of machine
prepared bills which contain che same informacion re
quired by item 2 of the form, The patient'S claim
number should be shown on each bill. The physician
must sho'tJ., the nature of illness or injury requirin.g
services or supplies either on the bill or in item 20.

ITE.\1S RFLO\r ARE FOH STATE ~lEOICAL ASSISTA;-,;CE PLA~S :\.:\() ;\Hr·. :\OT REQUIRED BY THE
SOCIAL SECURITY AD:-"fI~ISTRATIO;\

INSTRUCTIONS FROM OREGON PUB LlC WELFARE DIVISION

5. Retain the iast copy of rhis SSA-1490W. (OR) bill

This single billin,g form will handle \\'elfare patients 65
ycar~ or older whll arc <Ibn beneficiaries under '\ledicare's
\'oluncary Supplementan' ~1edicaJ Insurance (SMIB).

form and forward all othe'r <-opies to Aetna with car
bons intact.

1. :-='e:nd {his bil t (,) Aetna If patic:.'m i:-. enroHed or jf there
I" .\ possibility that he i!-. enrolled under S~IB. Ident
Jfi~.ltion is bt"!-.t made from the: patient'~ Social Security

S50 Deductible. If any portion of S'50 deductible is de
ducte,i from ~'our bill. Aetna for';\'ards two copies of the
SS:\-1490\'t' (OR) to \relfare. \1:'elf..lfe calculates its pay

lkalth InsuranL'C Identification card. Als(" if Welfare
record.s indicate that the patient is enr('l] led under
;-;'\flB. ·'S.\U" is printed in the Health Insurance
column on the \\'elfarc '\ff'dical Care Identification
Card.

mt:nt and returns a copy of the SSA-1490W (OR) to you.

-, In the coiumn headed "IJ\\ D FE E CODE" enter the
\\'elf"re Proce,iure Codes for each service billed.

20% Coinsuran ce. If the S50 dedu ctible has been satis
fied and only the 20"~ coinsur.lnce factor is deducted,
Aetna return s two copies of the SSA-1490W (OR) to you.
If \\'elfare owes :1ny halance after comparing Aetna's
payment with \\'eifart! fees. enter Aetna's payment
oppos i te "Amour! ( Pai ..!" on tbe SSA-l,i90W (OR)
and forward (he two copies of the form to Welfare.
\'t'elfare calculate~ its payment and returns a copy
of the SSA-I.:i90\1:' (OR) to you.

5. L:nder "CHARGES" hill your "usual and c~stomary
fees". ~OT Welfare fees.

The Public \l:'e !fare Oiv lsion ,c an make payrr.ent on 1y

:\uTE: If you are ~jti n,' the: p..ltient is not enrolled
undc::r '-'fiR. bill \,'elf-He ..\irect on the regular
P\\'j)-)Ol.

Ph~:sic

r-

;.m Ser'; ice Im·oicl' ..

to the provider of service. Welfare CAN;o..:OT reim
bu,rse the patient nor indude payment for medical
services in the direct money payment to the client.

.1. In the space at the btHtom under "Physicia'n's or
Supplier's Code" enter your Welfare Vendor Number.

~~

r

:->t.ut (' of

Orl'~tm

PUBLIC WELFARE DIVISION
PWD-504
Ro\,. 10.'72

CEHT1FICATION FOR PAYMENT OF MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
BY OREGON ~lJHr.IC WELFARE DIVISION AT PUBLIC RATES
DETA I LED HF.LOW IS A~ ITEMIZED scmmULE OF MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES AND THE CHARGE FOR EACH OF THOSE
SERV r CES.
THESE SERVICES ARE CUSTO~ARILY BILLED TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC AND THE CHARGES DO NOT EXCEED PUBLIC
RATES.
TilES!': rHARG:'-S ARE TO RE ~AnE EFF'ECTJVE RY THE PUBLIC WELFARE DIVISION ON MONTH
THIS DATE IS ~OT PRIOR TO THE DATE SUCH RATES ARE EFFECTIVE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
\OTE:

1\ I.IEl OF
PI BUC ,\RF

DAY_ _ YEAR __

rill.

'\RO\E DET'\IL.
TilE PllBLISliED SCHEDULE OF SER\'ICES ;\\'.\lLABLE A~D CHARGES TO THE GE:\ERU
HT,\('IIEIl .\'Idl \1:\DE ,\ Pt\RT OF' THIS CERTIF'ICATIO~,

EXHIBIT 3

IT r S MiRF:ED THAT THE RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES.
AS SET FORTH IN THE
(;ill OF. FOR ~lED I CAL TRANSPORTATION SERV ICES. EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1970. WILL RE FOLLOWED;
AND THAT FURTHER ADJUST
ME~T l~ RATES WILl, RE MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH RULE FIVE OF THAT GUIDE.
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE RATES
ARE ~OT IN ExrESS OF RATES CHARGED THE GENERAL PUBLIC. AND THAT I CUSTOMARILY CHARGE THE GENERAL PUBLIC FOR
THOSE SERVICES AND AT THOSE RATES.

'I HERFRY CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNTS CLAIMED HEREIN DO NOT EXCEED THE MAXIMUM LEVELS ESTABLISHED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH EXECUTIVE ORDER 11615. AUGUST 15. 1971. AS MODIFIED BY EXECUTIVE ORDER 11627. OCTOBER 15. 1971. AND ARE
IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE VI OF THE CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIOOS ENTITLED ECONOMIC STABILIZATION.'
_'atiit
f

nATED AND SUBMITTED THIS

DAY OF

, 19 _ _ ,

\..\\JE A;\D ADORESS OF CAnR I EH: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
O\\';,\ER. ~fA:\AC;ER, OR OFVICER:
:\OTE:

(signature)

('·\RR I ER TO FILE THE OR Ua:qL COpy OF THIS CERT IF'ICATIO~ WITH Tll E PUBLIC WELF'ARE DIVISION ~ND RETAIN :\
fOP\:
pwn ~rrEPTS THE SERVICES. RATES, AND DATES CERTIFIED ABOVE AND WILL CONTACT THE CARRIER ONLY IF
TIIERE IS .\ Q' ESTI O~.

1111·: /ll.'Tl1l. [lUTlr.n:n 0\ Till' Pltl1.jOl CA\ K[ CHJ1NC[O
\\11'11 rm·. PI Bur WELF.\RE
~~R\lrES.

~EDICAL ASSISTA~CE

O~LY

Kl K[[KKTItfYDu

O~

A'OTHEIT rn'DljOt DULY

ACCORD,.\NCE WInl RI'LE FIVE OF GriDE FOR
PROGRAMS, PtBLIC WELF'ARE DIVISIO~. JULY I, 1970,

nlVISIO~

r~
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TRA:\SPORTATIO~

